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PREFACE.

IT will be observed that, in the following short system of

Greek Prosody, I have omitted the rules usually given for de-

termining the quantities of syllables, because I observed that

they were very seldom consulted by Students, and because they

are now in a great measure rendered unnecessary by the quan-

tities being generally marked in Greek Lexicons. It will also

be observed, that I have not given the rules for the structure of

those kinds of verse that are found in the Choral Odes, as the

work is intended to be introductory chiefly to the two Disserta-

tions. My object was to state plainly and distinctly the rules

for the structure of those kinds of verse that are commonly used

by the Epic, Tragic, and Comic Poets.

A number of years ago I published, in the " Prosodia Grseca,"

an "
Inquiry into Homer's Versification, and the Use of the

Digamma in his Poems." Since that period the subject has

drawn considerable attention from several of the Continental

Scholars, and from some also in this country. Most of these

have supported the doctrine of the Digamma, in my opinion,

on insufficient grounds. But as I found some great names op-

posed to me, I was resolved, in the course of reading several of

the books of Homer in my Classes, to examine the subject

anew with as much care as possible, and to collect evidence

either for or against my opinions : because it appeared to me to

be a question that must be determined, not by authorities, but

by internal evidence drawn from the Iliad and Odyssey them-

selves. I have extended the inquiry considerably, and have ad-

duced new arguments and proofs, capable. I think, of shaking
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the credulity of even the most bigotted supporters of the Di-

gamma. On a knowledge of Homer's versification depends also

a knowledge of his language, which, I apprehend, has been much

altered and vitiated by ignorant Grammarians and Editors, to

suit their notions of his verse.

The substance of the Dissertation on " Metrical Time in

Iambic, Trochaic, and Anapsestic Verse," was published many

years ago in the CLASSICAL JOURNAL, No. XXXI. p. 83. It

was printed in a more extended form as an Appendix to the

4th Edition of the " Prosodia Graeca." Dr. Major, the learned

Head-Master of King's -College School, London, reprinted it,

with a few omissions, from the Classical Journal, in his very

useful work, entitled,
" A Guide to the Greek Tragoedians," &c.

&c. ;
and to him I am indebted for his favourable opinion of it.

/ The principle which I endeavoured to establish in that Disserta-

tation has been adopted by several Scholars, both on the Con-

tinent and in this country, though they do not appear to have

followed it out to its full extent, nor appreciated its advantages

in correcting numerous errors in the versification of the Attic

Poets. Having again examined the whole subject with as much

care as possible, I have been able to produce some additional

arguments and examples in support of my former opinions,

trusting that they will be examined with candour, and adopted

if they shall appear to be supported by undoubted evidence.

COLLEGE OF EDINBURGH,
2th October 1843.



PROSODY.

PROSODY treats of the quantity of syllables, and the nature and

arrangement of the various feet in the different kinds of verse

used by the Poets. The short syllable is considered a metrical

unit, and is called a tempus (time) or mora. A long syllable is

equivalent in time to two short, and vice versa.

The quantity of syllables in which doubtful vowels occur,

when not lengthened according to the rules afterwards stated,

can be ascertained either by a knowledge of scansion, or from

a good Lexicon, in which it is marked.

I. OF THE POSITION OF VOWELS.

1. A short or doubtful vowel before two consonants or a double

consonant is almost always lengthened;* thus, crl^^r s%uv.

Homer, dfyxfa. Id. '5$ re ps. Id.

2. In Hexameter and Pentameter verse, a short or doubtful

vowel before a mute and a liquid is most commonly length-

ened ;f thus, II. vi. 317.

r& TlpidfAOio xat "Exropoj, ev -TroXs/
- W\ - WW

I
-W W

I
- W

I
~ W V| - -

3. In Iambic and Trochaic verse, a short or doubtful vowel

generally remains short before a mute and a liquid ; thus, ^h av

ra
Tgo/'ag. Soph. Phil. 1332. otrig a/dotpguv. Eurip. Ale. 675.

*, -I -
I

^ -

The exceptions are CX, y\, yp, yv, fy/,, 8v
; before which a short

* Before -x^ fio, in certain words in Hexameter verse, a short or doubtful vowel gene-

rally remains short; as, fn^oivTo, Keoff'nuba. Homer, II. ii. 7. si It <rn ifffft Sooruv.
-w v

|
. w w I- w v|

Id. vi. 142. In Homer's time the intonation of mutes and liquids seems to have been

stronger than afterwards, when they were, in general, pronounced more rapidly.

f* A few examples occur in which a doubtful vowel is short before two consonants ; as,

Alyvvrioic, oh. Id. ix. 382. r'ov p' "Exrug x,a,Xtiffx,f 2Kftd^iav. II. vi. 402. But the

first was probably pronounced as a trisyllable, Alyvfriu.? oh, and the latter, Kx^y.v'S^iav.
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or doubtful vowel is almost always lengthened. But a short

or doubtful vowel before any mute and liquid is lengthened, if

it is the second syllable of an Iambus or the first of a Trochseus.*

4. A short or doubtful vowel at the end of an Iambus is gene-

rally lengthened before the initial g ; as,

rovr sffriv vlSy rovgyov tic, sfjJk g&tfov. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 847. See

Eurip. Suppl. 105. See also Dissertation Second.

5. Comparatives in iuv have the penult long in the Attic dia-

lect. In the other dialects the penult is short ;| thus,

Ji)i> avfyatiiv xaXX/ov 75 xsvqg xgareiv. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 55.
-|-| - -|- -|

KUI {teifyvss slffogdaffQai. Odyss. X. 396.

II. Or THE ELISION OF VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

1. A short vowel in the end of a word is generally elided before

a long vowel or diphthong ; as, // c/dSjre. Demosth. Sometimes

also before a short vowel, to prevent a disagreeable hiatus ;

thus, dXX' opug. Id.$

2. The Attic Poets, in Iambic or Trochaic verse, always elide

the vowel either at the end of a word or at the commencement,
to avoid an hiatus ; thus, sv

rfi 'xxhriria. Aristoph. Eg. 75. &$

'%ii>) for ^ lg/7j, Aristoph. Vesp. 112. ^ y\u<sa aX^g. JEschyl.
S. Th. 435. /AoXwo-' lx/o/. Soph. Phil. 764. p6Xu<f for /AO'XWOV.

3. In interjectional expressions the hiatus is admitted ; thus,

'161, 'iQi ftoi watuv. Soph. Phil. 82. aXX' am, Ig g^avwv. Id. 194.

In Aristophanes such hiatuses as the following are not uncom-

mon: ri ovv
; Nub. 88. K&tinv Tgg/ ijfAag. Id. 98. crg

Acharn. 39. on o-j/
v

rqv TOX/V Xsw. Id. 516.

*
See Dissertation Second.

f In Anapaestic verse, which is evidently founded upon the Hexameter, the penult in

comparatives is sometimes short in the Attic dialect ; as,

vvy
'

u xerivKi, yXvxiov <ri fforov. Soph. Phil. 1461.
-| --I vw-|wv-

i No certain rules can be given for the elison of vowels with Prose writers, who
seem to have been guided very much by the ear. They always elided one of the vowels

where a disagreeable hiatus would be produced if both were pronounced ; as, $i ipi.

Demosth.

The elision of the Augment is very rare when the verb begins the next line; thust

iTTiffxictirftivv, '${ovouv. Soph. Track. 916. See also JElectr. 715, 716. It is also

very rare to find the vowel of the last word in a verse elided in consequence of the word

beginning the next line commencing with a vowel ; a*,

. <n rccvr'

; Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 332.
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4. The / of on, and of the dative plural of the third declen-

sion, and of
crag/,

is never elided ;
nor the o of the genitive in o/o

or ao.

5. Diphthongs are very rarely elided by the Attic Tragic

Poets: a few examples only are found; thus, XetpQfaop (\&<pdrr

%dq. Soph. Phil. 1071. (Some editions, however, have

which certainly does not appear so correct or ap-

propriate.} &&goi* 9
ovd' owuaoftai. Id. Trach. 217. Erfurdt's Ed.

o'sgsr (psgerai). Eurip. Ion. 1065. See Id. Here. 418. Iph. Tour.

166. Iph. Aul 407, &c. (See LobecVs note on Soph. Aj. 191;)

6. The Epic and Comic Poets frequently elide the diphthongs
ai and 01 of verbs; as, fSouXop (jSouXo^a/) Jyw. II. i. 117. iuyrf/Mf'

aurog. Id. XV. 120.
fgX,

6^ (*g/C(J
'ai

} *%uv' ^ i* 168.

aya^a. Aristoph. Plut. 113. -raDtr (vauffai)

. 867. ava/suo-' (dva7si;(ra/) 0/xag. Id. Nub. 519.

The following elisions are not considered as producing a

hiatus: avaidef' (avaideta) su. Eurip. Med, 472. vi/,ttpgu', '/(fug ya^.

Id. 625. "oxo/
5
-

lyA. /d 1326.

It has been disputed whether the Tragcedians ever elided the

diphthong o/ of the pronouns /AO/ and <ro/. Several examples

might be produced of such an elision; thus, %aig&v9 'Addva, raXX'

lyw <i tyfepai. Soph. Aj. 112. The same construction occurs,

verse 116 ;
roDro tfw tyiepai. See verse 191. K^/irtfov ^ ^o/ vuv

cr^os
<i airexfefffai, yvvai. Eurip. Med. 292 ; where *|6j cannot

govern the accusative. The <r' is for <roi/.

III. OF THE SHORTENING OF VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

1. In Hexameter and Pentameter verse, a long vowel or

diphthong in the end of a word, being the second or third syl-

lable of the foot, is shortened before another initial vowel or

diphthong;* as,

svi tirgarfy i'u^srai eivai. II. i. 91.vvv

-| -

2. The diphthongs / and o/ are frequently shortened in the

middle of a word by the Attic Poets ; probably never by the

Epic Poets ; thus,

xaft uv roiavry y^i^ Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 140.

See also v. v. 13, 435, 537. Aristoph. Ran. 1008-9. Nub.

579.
* See Dissertation First.
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iKraiou xorog JEschyl. SuppL 381.
- w

|
- w|

; aXX', w ygga/a. Eurip. Med. 133. /See

In Aristophanes some long vowels as well as diphthongs are

shortened in the middle of words ; thus,

'AXX' i) Aaxsdaiftuv iro\i 'ffnv; Math, ovov '<fnv; avrqi'. Nub. 215.
* I w w

I
I v w

I
w

I
w

fa fj.lv avrqi Id. 202.
V- | V -I w-

'

Arag ri tfor e$ r^v yqv (SXsvo'jffiv ovron. Nub. 187.-|^w -| _ -| w-|v -|M-

7' dMri yacerpi&ov rvvvovrovt o/a crf-TTOP^a;. ^/&. 391.

3. The diphthongs s/ and eu are never shortened by the Attic

Poets.

IV. OF CONTRACTIONS.

1. Every syllable becomes long in which there is a contraction

of VOWels ; thus, raWes for rb a\q6es, (36rv$ for /So'

2. Two long vowels in different words are sometimes con-

tracted ; also a short with a long, or with a diphthong, in the

same word: as, 5) ou aX/g 77. v. 349. crXswv sV/ /rf. vii. 88.

vitfv [Mv Seat Id. i. 18.
'

'A/^/agsw ]8/av JEschyL S. Th. 566.
- -I - _ -I wu -

1

fj,q (Aoi n Q^ffsug ruvds Eurip. Hippol. 522. Sagxgg 5' act' otfrswi/,

&im--id. Med. IIW.
-i

3. Two short syllables are sometimes contracted into one

long; thus, 'A^/XXewg va? NsocrroXg^g, 6'o/?^. Phil. 4.

aOdyss. ix. 347-t

4. The Epic and Pastoral Poets sometimes contract a short

and a long vowel into one short before the vowel of another

*
It would seem that the long vowels and the diphthongs in such examples, were re-

solved into their constituent elements of two short vowels, and that the latter of these was

probably pronounced along with the vowel following.

f The Latin Poets also sometimes contract two vowels ; as,

Puniceis ibant evincti tempora teeniis. Virg. JEn. v. 269.

Bis patrise cecidere manus. Quin protenus omnia. Id. vi. 33.
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word, when they form the second or third syllable of the foot;

as,

"Xgvfcw ava tfxq'Trrgw,
II. i. 15.

5. My ov and rj ou are always contracted with the Attic, and

often with the Epic Poets ;
as9

ri dyra ftsXXei pf) ov vagovriav %v; Soph. Ajt 540. See (Ed.

Tyr. 221."

; Aristoph. Insist. 128.

6. The Tragic and Comic writers always contract ^ ad'emr,

j 5sva/; eVei ou; lyw ou; as, ro /^^ etdsvai. Eurip. Hip. 1331.

See also Soph. Col. 1436. Aristopli. Lysist. 284.

So also //. xiv. 777 /xsXXw, l-7r ou5' l^s wapnav. See my

Prosodia Graeca, 4th, Ed. p.p. 39-40, and Dr. Maltby's Edit.

of MorelPs Thesaurus.

V. OF FEET.

I. Feet are either simple or compound. Simple feet consist

of two or three syllables ; compound feet, offour syllables.

1. The feet consisting of two syllables are four, viz.

1. Pyrrhichius, of two short, w w , as,

2. Spondseus, of two long, __ , as,

3. Iambus, of a short and long, w _, as,

4. Trochseus, of a long and short, _ ^, as,

2. The feet consisting of three syllables are eight, viz.

1. Tribrach, of three short, w w w , as,

2. Dactyl, of a long and two short, _ w w , as,

3. Anapaest, of two short and a long, w w _, as,

4. Molossus, of three long, ___ , as,

5. Amphibrachys, of ashort, along, anda short, w _ w , as,'

6. Amphimacer, of along, a short, and a long, _ w _, as, 'ryspuv.

7. Bacchius, of a short and two long, w __ , as, vorjpuv.

8. Antibacchius, of two long and a short, __ ^, as, 'rj<pai(fr8
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3. The compound feet are sixteen.*

1. Choriambus, of a long, two short,

and a long; or, of a trochceus

and iambus, _ w w _, as,

2. Antispastus, of a short, two long,
and a short; or, of an iambus

and trochceus, w w , as,

3. Ionic a majore, of two long and two

short; or, of a spondaus and

pyrrhichius, w ^, as,

4. Ionic a minore, of two short and

two long ; or, a pyrrh. and sporc-

dceus, ^ w , as,

5. Pseon primus, of a long, and three

short; or, of a roc& and pyrrh. _ w w ^, as,

6. Pseon secundus, of a short, a long,

and two short
; or, of an iambus

and pyrrhichius, w _ ^ w , as,

7. Pseon tertius, of two short, a long
and a short ; or, of a pyrrh. and

troch&US, w w - wj S>

8. Paeon quartus, of three short and

a long ; or, of a pyrrhichius and

iambus, w w ^ _, as,

VI. OF METRES.

METRE generally means an arrangement of syllables and feet

in verse, according to certain rules.f In a more restricted

sense, it means a combination of two feet, and sometimes it

consists of one foot only. Hexameter and Pentameter verse is

measured by single feet. The others, as Iambic, Trochaic,

Anapsestic, &c., are measured by pairs or dipodes.

Verse is distinguished into

Manometer, or one metre.

Dimeter, or two metres.

Trimeter, or three metres.

Tetrameter, or four metres.

* The first eight only are given, as they occur more frequently than the others. See

Prosodia Grcaca, p. 43.

f See Quinctilian, Inst. b. ix. c. 4.
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The Iambic Trimeter is also called a Senarian, because it

consists of six feet.

The principal metres are nine, and are denominated according
to the foot which prevails in each, viz. :

1. Iambic.

2. Trochaic.

3. Anapaestic.
4. Dactylic.

6. Antispastic.
7. Ionic a majore.
8. Ionic a minore.

9. Pseonic.

5. Choriambic.

A verse consists of a certain number of feet arranged in a

regular order, and forming a rythm agreeable to the ear. The
Greek term is

ffri^og, a rank or row.

A verse is Acatalectic,* Catalectic, Brachycatalectic, or Hy-
percatalectic.

1. Acatalectic, when it has the due number of feet ; as,

Kddj&ov ToX/ra/, X$ ^7 g"/ 7^ xa/g/a. JEschyl. S. Th. 1.
-| w -

|
- -

| -| w -
|
w-

2. Catalectic, when it wants a syllable at the end ; as,

&6r syu [j/iv fiXeqtta, xdfffAOg<dfAqv idojv. Aristoph. Acll, 671.
v| - W| - W|- V | -. Vl - V| - w|-

3. Brachycatalectic, when a whole foot is wanting at the

end; as,

yiyavn. Eurip. Ph&niSS. 127.

4. Hypercatalectic, when it has one or two syllables more

than the just measure ; as,

TUV fisyd^uv Aavauv. Soph. Aj. 224.
V W

|

- W ^ |-

The last syllable of a verse is common, except in Anapcestic,

Iambic, Trochaic, and Ionic a Majore, Dimeters.

The Ictus Metricus consists in giving a lengthened tone to a

particular syllable, and an elevation of the voice upon that syl-

lable. This is called the arsis, or rising inflection. Those syl-

lables which are without the ictus are said to have the thesis,

or falling inflection.

The Ictus falls upon the second syllable of an Iambus ; upon

the^rstf of a Trochseus
;
on the second of a Spondscus in Iambic

verse ; on the first of a Spondaaus in Trochaic verse ; on the

* Those terms are thus derived; xaraAj*<r/xflj, from a, privative, and xaretXriyU) to be

deficient, to want, hence, not deficient; xetrulvxrixos, deficient; S^ct^v, short, an<l

ct
; i<x\o, over, more, and xurse.Xyx'riKo;.
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first of the Dactyl, and also on the first of the Spondaeus in

Hexameter and Pentameter verse ;
on the second of a Spon-

daeus in Anapaestic verse, when it follows an Anapaest ; on the

first, when it follows a Dactyl ;
on the last of an Anapaest.*

VII. OF THE CAESURA.

The Caesura is, when after a foot there remains a syllable

terminating the word.

The principal Caesura is the Penthemimeral,^ which divides

the verse into nearly two equal portions. But there are also

the Triemimeral, the Hepthemimeral, and the Ennemimeral.

No verse is considered rythmical or harmonious without one at

least of these caesuras.

The Triemimeral Caesura may be the fourth syllable in the

verse ;
as in Hexameter verse, when the first foot is a Dactyl.

But the time is regulated by the original foot, viz. the Spondaeus,
thus:

neido/Atvoi repastftft Sewv II. iv. 408.
- w w|

Also the Penthemimeral may be the seventh syllable in the

verse; as,

MftevaiR iv. 380.

I. OF IAMBIC VERSE.

1. Iambic Trimeters.

1. An Iambic Trimeter consists of six feet, each of which

may be an Iambus, or a Tribrach,^ except the last, which must

always be an Iambus. Thus,

xvwj'ytrovvra xai
{AsrgovfAsvov. Soph. Aj. 5.

w I w I w I w i w
1 '

I

, gg/j^og, dc0X/wrarj (Sgoruv. Eurip. Her. 799.

atfo^og, ixvovfAai <r'
} a<7ro5oc, /xsrsuw, rzxvov. Soph. Phil. 922.

W W V
| V -

|
~ ^xw| VW|-

* The ictus falls on certain syllables according to the nature of the metre. This is

necessary to preserve the rythm and harmony of the verse; and hence short syllables

require sometimes to be lengthened in the pronunciation. See Dissertations.

f-
The word is formed of vrivrt, jive, tip,}, a half, and /*, a part.

J The Tribrach is isochronous with the Iambus, as it is formed by resolving the last

syllable of the Iambus into two short.
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2. It admits of a Spondaus in the first, third, and fifth

places ; a Dactyl in the first and third ; and an Anapcest in

the first. When a proper name occurs, the Anapaest may stand

in any place except the last
;

*
thus,

(1.) OUTU d' af/,&(3ei ft, uffre /&' aXyqffai <pp&vag. Eurip. Or. 600.
--I v -

|- .
|

'

w _
|

- -
1

-

(2.) fAyrega, TO ffupgov
r sXaj3sv uv r?t$ %v{J,<popas. Id. 495.

-
i -i- w W | v -

|
- -i -

(3.) axoXowrog o^/Xo?, mvrr/,^ r avag-yta,. Eurip. Hec. 605.
W W -

| W -
|

- -
I
w -

I
w -

~| w _

(4.) gf&oi {j,sv old&s pvdos, 'Avnyow), piXuv. Soph. Antia. 11.
v-| w -|- -| V -l-w-l w-

(4.) ri^fii
6' Is* oi'pcous

1

'E^/o'i/?j r/vos- wovou
; Eurip. Or. 1209.

--I -|- -f VV-| w -I -

3. The first syllable of the Dactyl in the ^zrc? place ought

always to be the Penthemimeral Caesura, or a monosyllable, or

two monosyllables contracted, except in proper names. This

rule holds universally. See No. 2 above.

KO? ya,% poXsTv poi dvvarbv. Soph. Aj. 1006.
-

i
-

i
-

i

'Ap^/XXsws, NgoTroXg^aos
1

. oJffQa dy rb <zav. Soph. Phil. 241.
w-|w-l _ v/|w -| -|

4. The Comic Poets use the Dactyl and Anapaest in every

place except the last. See Prosodia Grceca, p. 54.

5. A Dactyl is not admitted into the fifth place of an Iambic

Trimeter. The reason seems to be, that too many short syllables

would occur towards the end of the line, and would mar the

harmony of the verse ; as, _ w w , w _

6. The first syllable of a Tribrach, with ^Eschylus and

Sophocles, is almost always a caesural syllable. Euripides and

Aristophanes generally disregarded this rule. See Prosodia

Grceca, pp. 52, 53.

7. A Spondceus in the fifth place ought never to be divided

between two dissyllables or polysyllables. It is often divided

between two monosyllables, one or both of which may be made

so by elision ; thus,

71 vors KSK'ovOa*; ;
oyx %^ >

XX' w5' sffet
; Soph. Phil. 739.

One of the words may be a dissyllable or polysyllable ; tints,

$agffei' vragsffri
raura (foi xa/ ^tyyavetv. Soph. Phil. 669.

/ag
I7r\lov. Id. 596.

* In Tragic Iambic Trimeters the Dactyl and Anapaest in the first place, are gene-

rally contained within the word. The Anapaest in proper names must always be included

in the word, and generally in the last three syllables.

B
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Sometimes a monosyllable is formed by contraction ; thus,

xa|j evyevSjv. Id, 864.*
-

i

8. The Tragic Poets very seldom include the third foot in an

entire word; not often in the last part of a word; and they

scarcely ever include the third and fourth in one word. The

following may seem to violate the first rule
; but the elision in

both examples will be observed: oux ayQofAou c iduv. Soph.
_|
V

_| v -

Phil. 673. & poi Se/w*, SeXoip av. Id. 663.

9. The Tragic Poets rarely include the last three feet in one

word. JEschyl. S. Th. 436, has ffageffxevaffAene. See v. 640.

Examples are numerous with Aristophanes.

A Tabular View of the Feet used in Iambic Trimeter Verse.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

PROP. V.

* The Spondaeus is frequently included in a dissyllable ; as,

1203 ; or it forms the last two syllables of a word; as, Tu."kw6

,- t

vs; Soph. Phil.

v. Id. 1216; povX'vti
-

-I

vtov ; Id. 1209 ; or it is included in the last word of the verse before the lambug as, ava-

Xa/3v yfii^uffo^Ki. Id. 1229; ttfyKovfuri. Eurip. Ale. 381
; u.vr-n^<ra.Ti. Id. 435. But

such endings are not very common. They are more frequent in yEschylus than in the

two other Tragoedians. The Comic poets frequently violate the rule; as, 'AXX' 1*6? \X6uv

rovs MsyaxXsaw; Kievets, Aristoph. Nub. 812.
-| w V U| - -|w-

The first syllable of the fifth foot must be short, if followed by a pause or break in the

sense. See Dr. Major's Guide to the Greek Tragoedians, pp. 115, 116. For an ac-

count of the different kind of Caesura, See the same work, pp. 113, 114; Prosodia

Greeca, pp. 50, 51 ; and Porsorfs Preface to the Hecuba of Eurip. p. 27.

f Some Prosodians are inclined to admit a P roceleusmaticus in Iambic verse. It

appears to me that such a foot would not only destroy the time, but mar the harmony of

the verse. The Proceleusmaticus may be considered as isochronous with the Spondceus ;

but there are few subjects that admit of such a rapid pronunciation as that foot requires.

It is certainly not isochronous with an Iambus ; and yet Reisig and Mitchell admit it in

place of the Iambus in the following lines. Aristoph. Vesp. 967. u $eti(tw, \\itt rouf

TK^KivupovLhivov? ',
Bekker reads, u "batftovi, Ix'm r

rot,XKi<ffupovu,ivovs,Cei\,<i\FAy better.
v I- -

,

- -
I
vv wJw-1- ,

But I apprehend the plural here is incorrect. Bdelycleon did not refer to the unfortunate

in general, but to his client only. I would, therefore, read, u Ittipovt iXtsi

(tivov, Pity an unfortunate person.
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2. OfIambic Dimeter Catalectic Verse.

1. This verse consists of three Iambic feet and a csesural syl-

lable. The
tfirst foot may be a Spondceus ;* as,

"Egu<; nor sv eodoufi
v -

| w -| w -|

Koiflu/usvriv /AgA/rrav. Anacr.
- -I -

I
w -

I
w

T/
<p<>7

fft
; </rw a<7ravra. Eurip. Phoen. 316.

w -
I

v -
I

w -
I

2. In some Anacreontic verses the first foot is always an

Anapcest; as,

'A-roAo/ro

3. Of Iambic Tetrameter Catalectic Verse.

The following is the rule given by Professor Porson in the

Supplement to his Preface to the Hecuba, p. 43: " In two

respects this metre differs from the Comic Senarian 1. That

the fourth foot ought always to be an Iambus or Tribrach; 2.

That the sixth admits of an Anapaest. That the foot preceding
the Catalectic syllable must always be an Iambus, except in a

proper name, when an Anapcest is admissible ; which is also un-

derstood of the fourth foot ;

"
thus,

ffgwnffra ftsv yag sva yi nva KaQ&ifcv syxahv^af. Arist. Ran. 909.

o\ry jjrrov 73 vvv oi AaAoDvrsg. ^A/0/o yap ytiQa. Id. 915.
- -| \j |- -| w -

I
-

|
v/

|
v -I

sysvsro MtXavitfrtas TO/WC, aidpa$ re* HriveX6<7rv)v ds. Id. TheSffl,54:i.
w w W I w wv|- -I -| _ -

I
w |wv/-|

ruv vw yuvatxuv n^vgXo-TTjv, Qaidgas d* affa^aftdtfag. Id. 550.

7ov <Siri<Sci,[jjO\jv(? ov KOLTttbMytc,)
TOVTQV

y^jstieiv rtorqtfu. Id. OiO.
-| -I - uw|w-| --I ~-| v-l

II. OF TROCHAIC VERSE.

1. Of Trochaic Tetrameter Catalectic Verse.

1. Trochaic Tetrameter Catalectic verse consists of seven feet

and a syllable. It admits of a Trochceus in every place, and a

* The second and third foot must always be ;m LVMIH -.
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Tribrach in all but the last, which with the Tragic Poets must

always be a Trochceus', as,

ruv {AOMpuv & aTraXXayeiffa vovQerq/Jbdruv p ea. Eurip. Phcen. 601.
- v

|
- v,| _v|-v||-v|-v|- w

|

<poviov epfSaXuv, rbv aurov oux acro/rfgra/ J&OPOV ; Id. 604.
--- |_.|_ v

|

-
||

- ul _|_ w
,

2. It admits a Spondceus or Anapcest in the second, fourth,

and taA places, and a Dactyl in a proper name in every

place except thefourth and seventh;* as,

ffovdaTg fftvoidus, ai tie tfufyvftv ^uveiv. Eur. Phcen. 609.
_| - w|--||- ^|__|_ U |_

oiix e\duv, g/Ao/ys ravrbv atf'sduxsv {AoXwv. Id. Of. 728.
(

g?/d' Ix vwpas" dXTj^wj 5' ovofta Ho\vvetxqv ffurfiP. Id. Phosn. 645.
-l _-|- H

|
. .

1| w wj f -| -
(

-

r S/AYIV, HuXddqv rs rbv rddt ^vvdguvra. ftoi. Id. Of. 1549.

3. In Trochaic verse, as used by the Tragoedians, the caesural

pause falls uniformly after the fourth foot,f which is never

divided between two words ; as,

rbv 'EXev?j r/tfavraj oXs&Pov, %vriv yptfatfev tfdpog. JEur. Iph.A.. 1392.
w v> w| - -| - *|wvwUW|-w| - \j

|
-

See also the examples above.

4. The Comic Poets sometimes neglect the ca?sural pause; and

they frequently have a Trochceus and a Spondceus alternately

to the end of the verse ; thus,

^5* l///o/ Aixrvvva,
<fvy"VV(*){Ai>iv g'yo/ roD 5/xr6ou. Aris. Vesp* 368.

- -
I
- -| -v| - -|- |

- -I- v|-

See also v. v. 478, 512. Acharn. 301. Pac. 645. They more

frequently, however, observe the caesura.

A Tribrach is sometimes found before the Catalectic syUable;

thus,

dsugo rbv vouv <ffgo$e%trs Arist.Nub. 571.
- - v-- -|_^|- -| U w|-

E/ra r^iv ^go/<r/v s%^ov CuptfoBI-^^v napXayo'va. 7fi?. V. 577.
-"I - |--|- -|1- -I- -| w-|

5. A Choriambus is said to be sometimes used in the middle

of the verse ; as,

xat craXa/c*; Aaxparidq rb tfxjXog Saguvgra/. Aristoph. Ach. 214.
- |--| - !,. M

j
- "_]

*
TheDactyl must either be contained in the whole word before the last syllable, or

its first syllable must be a Caesura.

f* The last word ought never to be an article or a preposition.
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Such a foot, however, composed of a Trochceus and an Iambus,
is utterly inadmissible. The line should run thus,

xai waXaitf) AaKgartdq ffxsXog agui/gra/.*

A Tabular view of Trochaic Tetrameter Catalectic Verse.

PROP. N.

1.
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'

Anapaests that the chorus sings at its entrance, at its exit, and

when it moves towards a person or accompanies him. Every
where they remind us of those marches or battle songs of the

old Dorians (I^Car^g/o/ waiav&g), the very acclamation in which

(IXsXeD, JXsXgD) accorded with the Anapaestic rythm in which they
were composed. In those long series of Anapaestic systems
which we find at the beginning of the Persians, Suppliants,

and Agamemnon of JEschylus, we may, perhaps, see the original

form of the Parodos, strictly so called ; that is to say, of the

entrance of the chorus into the orchestra, drawn up in regular

form, by rank and file." Muller's Eumenides, p. 70.

The feet admissible into Anapaestic verse are the Anapaest,
the Spondceus, and the Dactyl.*

1. Of Anapaestic Dimeter.

1. The Anapaestic Dimeter is divided into two Monometers,
the first of which ought always to terminate with the word, ex-

cept in long compounds ; thus,

crgcs *g, npofAqQw. JEschyl. Prom. 292.

xa/ fjj

1

ours {tsXi'yXwffffoig tfg/taD^.'j"
Id 179.

-|- v -
||

- -
|

- -

2. This rule is not observed in an Anapaestic Catalectic verse,

or the Parcemiac, which always terminates a series of Anapaests.

But in this verse the foot preceding the caesural syllable ought

always to be an Anapaest; { thus,

'ffav [ioi <posgbv rb
vgoffsgrtov. JEschyl. Prom. 127.

-i -
1| -i

s axovffai. Id. 291.

* The basis is the Spondceus, the first syllable of which, being resolved, gives the

Anapaest; the second, the Dactyl.

+ In the above line the caesural pause falls between the compounds. In the following
line an Anapaest follows a Dactyl. This scarcely ever happens when they are in the

same Dipodia :

"l'
'

Ayctfttftvovo; 'lxi<rts yovciruv. Eurip. Hec. 144.
- vwl- v v H - w -

1
wv -

There is here a concourse of four short syllables, which renders the verse somewhat

inharmonious.

There are a few violations of this rule in the Agamemnon of JEschylus, which, how-

ever, admit of change; and one in the (Ed. Tyr. of Soph. 1311. 'lu $u7/uov, <V s|r/Xt/.
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3. In the Anapcestic Monometer, which is interposed occasion-

ally to break a long series of Anapaests, the first
k
foot is some-

times, with the Comic Poets, a Proceleusmaticus, which is iso-

chronous with an Anapaest; thus,

X0wi/ ffsffdXsvrai. JEschyl. Prom. 1117.

3/A tit fe <poir$v. Aristoph. Nub. 914. See Eg. 503. Av. 688.
v, V,

I

- -

4. In the arrangement of the feet in Anapcestic Dimeters the

Poets seem to have been guided very much by the ear, and the

nature of the subject. When it is grave and solemn, the Spon-

daus is most frequently used.

2. Of Anapastic Tetrameter.

1. This verse consists of seven feet and a Catalectic syllable,

and is divided into two Dimeters, the last of which is Catalectic.

Besides the Anapcest and the Spondceus, the Dactyl is admissible

into the first three places and thefifth; thus,

>j &j iror avaCXs-vj/a^ sJdsc vs<p&Xqv KsvraiiPw o/z-o/av; Aristoph. Nub. 345.
- -I - - -I - -I -

-II - 'I - -I - - -1-

, ovds Ssugov ;
jca/ro/ ctpodga, y zia

s-Triogxoi.
Id. 399.

2. An Anapcest must always precede the Catalectic syllable ;

and the first Dimeter must always terminate with a word, which

must be neither the Article nor a Preposition; this forms the

Caesural pause after the fourth foot ; as,

/cc 72 xa/ A/ToX/ou^Tj, xa/ rerr/ywv avd/usffra. Arlstoph. Nub. 982.

3. The Csesural pause is sometimes after the elision of a letter :

o-j^' av ^vaotifA ,
ovd' av tfrteitfaift ou5' IT/0S/JJV XiSdvurov. Id. 425.

Anapcestic Verse follows, in general, the rules for Hexameters

and Pentameters, (not Iambic Trimeters, as some suppose, for

there is no affinity between them), with regard to the position

of vowels before mutes and liquids, and the hiatus. A long
vowel or diphthong is made short before another vowel ; and

sometimes even in the middle of a word. *

* In the shortening of vowels and diphthongs, Anapcestic verse differs from Hexameter

and Pentameter in two respects. In the former, diphthongs are shortened in the middle

of words, and long vowels in the first syllable of the foot (Anapcestic.} In the latter,

never. See Dissertation I. The same kind of elisions occur to prevent a hiatus as in

Hexameter verse ; thus,

"On fioivOuii <r' Iv <ra~fiv o"$o7$ net! <ru 'ty$c&X{j,u wa^a^aXXs/. Aristoph. A
r
w&. 3(J1.

vv-|--| __(- ||
- -I - _| w- -|_
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<y Qqtsfda, d', o
'

Afavuv. Eurip. Hec. 122.

/, 5j Xuxw, j} raugw ; Aristoph. Nub. 346.
" -

1

ou yag sxs/vai y eiff} roiavrat.
u

i

_ _
|

_ w u
|

- _

raur' aga xa/ ru 'vofAar

/d. 341. V. 373.

a/ tfopdri o{&oia. Id. 393.
- _

,
w w _| _

ro/ vuv aT6 yaffrgidtov rvvvovrovt oTa crs^ro^aj. /6?. 391.
- - --|w -|w-|J--|-| M w-tw

In the last verse the ou of ruwovrovf must be made short be-

fore the <, which here also loses its usual time, as the oT of oTa

cannot be shortened.

In Anapaestic Dimeters the last syllable of each verse is not

common, but has its quantity regulated as if it occurred in any
other place of the verse ; e. g. if the word beginning the next

verse commences with two consonants, or a double consonant,

the last syllable of the preceding is long. If the last syllable is

short, and the next word commences with a vowel or a single

consonant, it remains short
; as,

X/X6 5* IxXa^crouo
1

;

---U - -i --

JEschyl Prom. 1118.

exyoi/a,
- - -| -

|

-

roD- Id. 140.

The last word of the verse, ending with a short vowel, has

that vowel elided when the next verse begins with a vowel or

diphthong ; as,

O/'w ^gtf/Aco ff^emiiD^ror^.
//. 143.

This is technically called awdpsia.

A Tabular View of Anapcestic Tetrameter Metre.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

The double line marks the place of the Caesural pause.

IV. Or HEXAMETER AND PENTAMETER VERSE.

1. The feet admissible into Hexameter verse are the Spon-
dceus and the Dactyl*

* In every kind of Dactylic verse, the Spondceus ought to be considered the basis :

as the Dactyl is formed from it by the resolution of the last syllable.
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2. In Homeric Hexameters Dactyls prevail more than Spon-
dees; but the last foot is always a Spondccus : The Spondceus is

also found more frequently in the fifth place than in Latin Hex-
ameter verse.

3. The Penthemimeral Ca3sura is most commonly observed ;

sometimes also the Hephthemimeral : and in a few instances three

Ca3sural syllables are found ; as,

Mqviv aside, sa, TlrjXq'tddsu 'A^/XJjog. 11. i. 1.
- w

t
- V, w|-|| -

I -WV| -|J W W
|

- -

E/' dn o/AoD <7r6Xs/AQ? rs dapa K&1 Xoiftbs
'

A^a/oug. Id. i. 62.

4. Instead of the Penthemimeral Caesura, a Trochceus of the

whole word, or of the last two syllables, is found, forming the

first two syllables of a Dactyl ;
*

as,

"H r
tikiy/i ftsv tfPUTa xopvofftTai, aura? gVs/ra. //. iv. 442.

|-
-

|
-

-1| v
1
- w w) - v -

|
- -

Aur/c, sVs/ra Tg^ov^g xuXivdero Xaag dva/&jg. Odyss. xi. 597.
- V

,
|
- V I

-
V| V| - V W| - v *

I
- -

5. In Hexameter verse, as used by the Pastoral Poets, the

Caesural pause at the end of the fourth foot is generally ob-

served, which foot is then always a Dactyl; as,

"Adv n TO
-^idvgiff/Aa,

xat a -Tr/rus, a/VoXs, rqva. Theocr. IdylL i. 1.

6. In the description of great and sublime objects, Homer

frequently has a Caesura in the sixth foot, followed by a mono-

syllable; as,

TaTav O/AOU KOLI TOVTOI/* opupsi d' ovpavoQzv v\j^. Odyss. V. 294.

Dat latus: insequitur cumulo prseruptus aquae mons. Virg.

7. Long vowels or diphthongs terminating words, before other

* This rule is very seldom violated by Homer. The same may be stated of Apollo-

nius Rhodius. As Latin hexameter verse was evidently formed upon that of the Greeks,

I examined a large portion of the 1st JSneid of Virgil, to discover whether that poet had

adhered to the Homeric rule.

The Trochceus does not seem to occur so often in Virgil as in Homer. It is often

formed by the last syllable of the word and the conjunction que ; as,

Eurum ad se Zephyrumque vocat ; dohinc talia fatur. JEn. i. 131.
- _

i

-
-|

- - -
i

- -
| -^|- -

Jamque faces et saxa volant: furor arma ministrat. Id. 150 ; See 195.
~ v|

- -
,

-
I

The following exhibits a violation of the rule :

Despiciens mari velivolum, terrasque jacentes. JEn. i. 224.

A vt'ry fi-w others occur; but it uiav !>< asserted that the rule \v:is I'oucrallv observed.

c
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initial vowels or dipththongs, are generally found in the third,

fourth) or fifth foot.

SPECIAL RULES.*

1. A long vowel or diphthong at the end of a word, before

another vowel or diphthong, is always short) except in csesural

syllables.

2. A long vowel or diphthong at the beginning or in the

middle of a word, before another vowel or diphthong, is always
long.

3. A long vowel or diphthong preceding a short vowel at the

end of a word, elided before another vowel, remains long before

that vowel.

4. A vowel, naturally short, is frequently made the first syl-

lable of a foot, whether at the beginning of a verse, or as the

first syllable of a word, or in the middle of it, in consequence
of requiring the lengthened tone of the voice upon that syllable

to preserve the metrical rythm.
5. A syllable, naturally short, when it happens to be the

ccesural, is, for the same reason, made long.

6. The conjunction xai is very seldom the first syllable of a

foot before a word beginning either with a vowel or a diph-

thong.
7. The diphthong of the Ionic genitive in o/o is always the

first syllable of a Dactyl, unless at the end of the line.

OF PENTAMETER VERSE.

Pentameter verse is used alternately with Hexameter in Ele-

giac Poetry.
With the Tragic Poets the first foot is generally a Dactyl;

with others, either a Dactyl or a Spondceus; the second, either

a Dactyl or a Spondceus; then a csesural syllable; and lastly, two

Dactyls with a caesura; thus,

a/Ve/va Hdpi$ ou yd/toV) dXXa nv arav
- w

I
- -| - w w| -

|
- v

|
- -

VLyaytr tvvafav etc, a\d/Aoug 'EXsvav. Eurip. And. 103.
- w

| -_|,,_ v v
|

- v v| -

KMI %vfj,bv rX^oi/a crap^g/Agvog. Tyrtceus, iii. 18.
- - |- ||

- - -I - w v| -

our' a/3wg eJtfoT/tfw rs\s6et. Id. i. 12.

* See these Rules illustrated and explained in Dissertation I.
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OfLogacedic Verse.

1. This verse commences with Dactyls, and terminates with

a Trochaic Syzygia; thus,

/j,fjTS irarpwov IKOIT' sg oJnov. Eurip. Hec. 937.
- w

|
- v| - v

I
-

6$ TOTS fAaivofA'svq, gi)i/ ogpy. Soph. Antig. 130.

2. Sometimes tf^ree Trochees terminate the verse
; as,

-zro'X/g, w ygfsa Ta\atva' vvv <ts. Soph. EL 1413.
- v -

I
- - v|- -I - -I - -

Of Sapphic and Adonic Verse.

The first foot of this verse is always a Trochceus; the second,

with Sappho, sometimes a Trochceus, more frequently a Spon-

dceus; the third a Dactyl* and the last two a double Trochceus.

The fourth line consists always of a Dactyl and a Spondceus;

thus, E/'g *A<podirav.

Vy u&avar 'A0o5/ra
^|-vw| -

!_

SoXocrXoxs, X/tfrfo/Aa/ re,

vrorv/a,

xa/ yap a/ ^>guy, ra^sw; 5/w^e/, 21.

-i - -I- --I- !-"

gi/^g /AO/ xa/ vDv, yaXg-^av rs XDtfov. 25.
. w| - -, - ^ vl - w

I
- -

* In the imitation of this verse by Horace the second foot is always a Spondaus, and

the first syllable of the Dactyl is almost always the Penthemimeral Caesura; thus, B.

i. Ode 2: Jam satis terris nivis atque dirae
- -l- -I- I--I - -I

In Ode x. I. and Ode xii. 1. instead of the Penthemimeral Caesura there is a Tro-

chceus of the two last syllables of the word ; thus,

Mercuri, facunde nepos Atlantis.

--I- -
J
- - "I- -I" w

Quern virum aut heroa lyra vel acri.

%* For the structure of other kinds of Verse, see Bishop Maltby's

Thesaurus and Gradus, and the Prosodia Grceca, 4th Edit.



DISSERTATION I.

AN INQUIRY
INTO THE

VERSIFICATION OF HOMER,
AND THE

USE OF THE DIGAMMA IN HIS POEMS.

A CONSIDERABLE number of years ago, I published the result of

my inquiries into the versification of Homer, and the use of the

Digamma in the Iliad and Odyssey. I believe that my opinions

have not been generally adopted, partly through reverence for

great names, who had supported the doctrine of the Digamma,
and partly from ignorance of the original structure of the Greek

tongue, and the peculiar nature of Homer's versification. For

a long period other avocations prevented me from again

examining the subject with all that care which its importance
demanded. From casual readings, however, of the Iliad and

Odyssey, I became more and more confirmed in my original

opinions, and resolved, in consequence, to devote some leisure

time to a more extended examination of the principles upon
which Homer's verse seems to have been constructed.

I shall not enter upon the question, so much agitated by Wolf
and other German critics, whether the Iliad and the Odyssey
were the productions of one author, or whether they were made

up from the scattered Poems of the Rhapsodists, who sung of

the war of Troy and the wanderings of Ulysses ; because, I be-

lieve, the latter theory is now generally exploded, as the internal

evidences are so strong in favour of the former. That there are

interpolations, can scarcely be denied ; but these will be found,

upon a close examination, to be comparatively few in number.
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It is well known that every Chief as well as distinguished family

in Greece had their own Bards, just as among the ancient Chief-

tains of Scotland, whose duty it was to celebrate the deeds of

their ancestors.* As some of the most distinguished among
them had been engaged in the Trojan war, their exploits were

handed down from one generation to another in the songs of

their Bards, and thus formed a kind of poetical family history.

Homer, who seems to have travelled over all parts of Greece as

a wandering minstrel, must have met with a welcome reception

at the court of every prince whom he visited ;
and he would,

of consequence, when exhibiting his own powers as a poet, hear

the recitations of the family Bards recounting the gallant deeds

of the ancestors of the Chief. From these family legends he

seems to have composed both the Iliad and the Odyssey, skil-

fully combining the detached pieces into one whole, and working
them up in such a manner, by the power of his genius, as to

give them one uniform colour and appearance,f

But it is supposed that the language and dialect which

Homer used were rude and uncultivated, when compared with

the same language as it appeared in the works of later writers.

If we had possessed, as in our own country, a regular series of

authors from the time when the language began to be first

cultivated, to enable us to mark the various changes and im-

provements which it underwent, we could then have formed a

judgment how far such opinions were correct. But unfortu-

nately we have no documents of this kind by which to judge of

Homer's language. He appears all at once, the first as well as

the greatest of poets, as if fortune had determined that he should

stand alone, the object of general admiration, and had sunk in

the ocean of oblivion every monument that might have contri-

buted to raise him to the summit of greatness. But we are not,

on this account, to suppose that the literature of his country,

whatever it was, had not been cultivated to any extent that

the language was neither refined nor polished, or that poets of

considerable eminence had not existed to point out, by their

example, the path which he so successfully trode. Though a veil

* In the Odyssey, xiv. 28, Demodocus, the minstrel bard of Alcinous, is styled Si7o;

doibo;.

f A careful reader of the Iliad will observe that several books are devoted to a descrip-

tion of the achievements of individual heroes. In Book v. Diomede distinguishes him-

self; in Book xi. Agamemnon.
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of mystery still hangs over the place of his birth, it is generally

supposed that he was a native either of Asia Minor or of one
of the Ionian Islands, and that the dialect he chiefly used was
the Ionian.* It is evident, from the testimony of the best in-

formed historians, that the inhabitants of that quarter of Greece,
as well as of Thessaly and Thrace, were, at a very early period,
far advanced in civilization, in a knowledge of commerce, the

arts, and particularly of poetry. The names of Thamyris, Olen,

Orpheus, Musseus, and Eumolpus, are recorded as the fathers

of Grecian poetry, and even of philosophy and religion ; and

though some doubt may be entertained whether all of them
were prior to

Homer,^ there can be none respecting the first,

since he is represented by that poet himself as having contended

with the Muses.f The current of Grecian civilization evidently
flowed from Thessaly, Thrace, Lycia, and Phrygia, as well as

from Phoenicia and Egypt, and carried with it the knowledge
and arts which had been previously established in those countries.

But it is evident, from many circumstances which occur in Ho-
mer's poems, that none of the arts had kept equal pace with

poetry. The praises of the gods and heroes were celebrated

in verse. The laws of the ancient legislators were communi-

cated through the same medium. Even maxims of morality,
as well as the history of events, were recorded in the poet's

song, and recited to the people by a class of men who wandered

about from place to place, with the view of instructing and de-

lighting their hospitable entertainers. Was it surprising then

that the language of poetry should have been cultivated, even

before Homer's time, to a great extent, in the more enlightened

parts of Greece, when the other arts, which have no natural

connection with it, had made far less progress ? Great facility

was afforded for this purpose by the nature of the Greek lan-

guage. Its expressive sounds its varieties of flexion its

wonderful aptness for combination, and its singular felicity for

characterising every object of nature, from the study of which it

might be said to have sprung, rendered it peculiarly susceptible

* I have some doubts if Homer was a native of Asia Minor. Whoever attends to his

descriptions of natural scenery and natural objects, will find that these are far more

accurate and minute in the Odyssey than in the Iliad ; the scene of the former being

generally in Europe and the west of Greece, and that of the latter in Asia. I would,

therefore, be inclined to infer that he was a native either of one of the Ionian Islands,

perhaps Ithaca or Corcyra, or of some place in the adjoining continent.

f Iliad, B. ii. 595.
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of improvement, particularly in that art which was cultivated

with the view both to instruct and please. To suppose either,

on the one hand, that Homer brought it to that degree of

perfection in which it appears in his poems, or on the other,

that the state in which we now find it, is not, with a few cor-

ruptions, the same as he employed it, but that it wras greatly
modernized after his time, seem to be equally destitute of foun-

dation. Its elementary parts must have been combined, modified,

and varied in different ways by the elision both of consonants

and vowels : its compound terms must have been rendered less

rugged when united together, and its character for the uses of

poetry, and as adapted to all its rules, must have been pre-

viously fixed. That he showed its powers and its endless va-

riety to a greater extent than any preceding poet, is almost

unquestioned ; and that he freely employed, what scarcely any
other language could have allowed, shades of dialect spoken by

contiguous tribes, may perhaps be admitted with some limita-

tions : For, as I shall afterwards endeavour to show, there is

much less variety of dialect in Homer than is commonly sup-

posed. Still he found the poetical style in a high state of im-

provement, retaining, however, in a few instances, vestiges of

the rude state from which it had sprung.* How else can we
account for that vast variety of single and compound epithets,

by which the minutest, as well as the greatest objects, are cha-

racterised for those nice discriminations in matters pertaining

both to body and mind, and that happy application of terms

derived from material objects to abstract and imaginary quali-

ties, if not only the language, but many of the useful and orna-

mental arts of life, had not been successfully cultivated ? For

language borrows its form from the face of nature and the arts

of man, multiplies its terms as these are varied and extended,

and acquires its polish and refinement by a constant endeavour

to unite copiousness with harmony. I think it may be asserted

with truth, that the Ionian dialect, which he chiefly used, had

been refined as much as possible by the elision of consonants

and the bringing together as many vowrels as were consistent

with the structure of the component parts of words and the

harmony of sound. This practice, which is common in every

language, was carried to a far greater extent in that of the

*
I mean the terminations

<p/, $, Si or $sv, and $.
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Greeks than in those of barbarous nations, where a multiplicity

of consonants are to be found unfavourable for combination,

and where the constituent parts of many words cannot be dis-

covered in consequence of the numerous elisions that took place.

How far such elisions were admitted in the language which

Homer used, may be a curious and not unprofitable inquiry,
but cannot in any shape, I imagine, affect the structure of his

verse, as they must all have been made at a period long prior
to his time.*

It has been supposed, however, from certain peculiarities in

his versification, that he must have used what was called the

jEolic digamma, which, though not found in the modern edi-

tions of his poems, nor perhaps in those copies of them for-

merly circulated through Greece, and revised by the Alexan-

drian grammarians, is thought essential to the structure of some

parts of his verse. That the ^Eolians used such a letter is evi-

dent from the assertion of several ancient authors
; but till it

can be satisfactorily proved that Homer chiefly used the ^Eolic

dialect that the digamma, if he did use it, was not a vowel

sound, but always possessed the power of a consonant, and that

it is essentially necessary for his versification 1 must be per-
mitted to withhold my assent from such an opinion. I have

already said that the dialect which Homer chiefly used was the

Ionic, and not the ^Eolic ; of this we can judge only from the

character of the two as they are found in inscriptions, on monu-

ments, or in the writings of the ancients. Every scholar knows

* Mr. Payne Knight, both in his Analytical Essay on the Greek Alphabet, and Prole-

gomena to Homer, has, with a great deal of learning and ingenuity, endeavoured to show

that Homer's language was not, in many instances, such as we now have it in the editions

of his works. In this I partly agree with him, but upon rather different principles. His

inquiries, if my opinion be correct, go back to a period of the language prior to Homer's

time. To proceed with effect in such an inquiry, I apprehend we must try to discover

the elementary parts of the language, not merely the letters, which Mr. K. has treated

of with much ingenuity, but also of the original parts of words. Their combinations

should be traced, if possible, to their constituent parts ; above all, the terminations both

of nouns and verbs f should be attempted to be explained, because I am convinced that

they were originally separate and independent words, with distinct acceptations. To dis-

cover the modifications they underwent, when brought into combination with other words,

and the superadded idea they were calculated to convey, would be both amusing and in-

structive. It is to such purposes the digamma may be rendered useful, but in no degree,

I apprehend, to the language as used in the time of Homer.

1 1 have endeavoured to point out the origin of the terminations of nouns and verbs in a work,
entitled,

" An Inquiry into the Structure and Affinity of the Greek and Latin Languages," &c.
Edin. 1827.
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that there are but few remains of the ^Eolic dialect now to be

found, and those specimens of it which still exist, with which
we can compare the poems of Homer, bear a very different ap-

pearance from his language. I allow, indeed, that some pecu-
liarities ascribed to the JEolic dialect are to be found in Homer ;

but the same may be said of the Attic ; for it is evident that all

these dialects bore, at an early period, a much nearer affinity to

each other than they did afterwards, when spoken by different

people who had made greater or less progress in literature and
the arts. The decided character of Homer's language appears
to me Ionian, if I may be allowed to compare it with that of

Herodotus.* There are, no doubt, distinctive differences be-

tween the two, but not more than may be supposed to have
taken place during the long period that intervened from the

time of the former to that of the latter, and between the lan-

guage of poetry and prose. But, it may be said, though it

could be proved that Homer used the Ionic dialect, still the

digamma appears under another shape with equal power : For,

according to Dawes, in his Miscellanea Critica, pp. 119, &c.

the lonians used the letter Van, with the power of a consonant,

instead of the .ZEolic digamma. This, I imagine, can be sup-

ported by no good authority whatever, and is, in fact, only a

slight change in the pronunciation of the letter, which the sup-

porters of the digamma, in modern times, uniformly suppose to

have had the power of a consonant. In answer to this, I shall

here quote a passage from the Appendix to the same book,

which appears to me to convey a correct idea of the original

use and subsequent disappearance of any letter of the kind :f
"
Atque," says the late Bishop of St. David's,

" de hac re verba

Francisci Wise proferre liceat. Cum antiqua dialectus paulo

emolliretur, atque alphabetum elementorum numero augeretur,

digamma F negligi coepit ; et antiquam in desuetudinem prorsus

abierit, forma ejus facta fuit mutila ;
ita ut superior linea tolle-

retur, hoc modo, F
;
vel quando Povtrcoptfov scribebant ;

sic (

rj.

Utrumgue enim signum aspirationem notasse arbitror ; et mini-

me mihi persuadere possum nempe posteriorem notam priori

contrariam sonuisse ; namque nihil erat cur lenis syllaba ita dis-

tingueretur." Those marks which are found on ancient inscrip-

tions, and have been supposed to indicate the yRolie digamma.

* See Dr. Rontloy's Dissertation, p.
i^s. f P. fU5.

D
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or, according to Dawes, the Ionic Vau, are the indications of

that rough breathing, which was at first, perhaps, wholly gut-

tural, but afterwards softened to the breathing of the letter H9

*

and lastly to the spiritus asper which succeeded it. Even the

changes which the form of that character underwent, are suffi-

cient proofs of its nature and use. The aspirate was abbreviated

into the form of F, the half of the H, for the sake of despatch ;

it afterwards assumed a crescent shape g, and, lastly, was dimi-

nished to the small figure of the spiritus asper, '. But even

though the digamma or Ionic Van had been used by the Greeks,

still I assert that it must have disappeared before the time of

Homer ; because it is evident, as has already been stated, that

his language has every mark of high cultivation, and of a sys-

tematic endeavour to exclude a multiplicity of consonants. As

many vowels appear to have been brought together as was con-

sistent with the harmony of sound ; and, in several instances,

particularly in some compound words, they were embodied so

close, by the elision of consonants, as to render it difficult, if

not impossible, to discover their component parts. From this

studied harmony, the result of many changes and improvements
in the structure of the language, arose that sweet and flowing
tone of the Ionic dialect so conspicuous in Homer and Herodo-

tus. It is altogether at variance with its character, to suppose
the*digamma was ever used but as a vowel sound. To introduce

it as a consonant, either with the power of F or V, would be,

in my opinion, to barbarise the language, and instead of repre-

senting it in the state in which Homer used it, to bring it back

to those uncouth and harsh sounds, which probably characterised

it when first introduced into Greece by the wandering Pelasgi
from their Scythian deserts.

That the .^Eolians used such a letter as the digamma, and
continued to use it longer than the other Greeks, is not impro-
bable : but before the supporters of this doctrine make anything
of their argument, they must show what was the particular cha-

*
They appear to me to have been used in a similar manner with the Roman H, indi-

eating a certain sound, but possessing no power as a consonant in poetry. In many of

the most ancient inscriptions, particularly in that found on the promontory of Sigaeum,

written in the most ancient manner (jSowrT^a^^ov), the H is used as an aspirate. (" It is

found also with the same power in many of the inscriptions on the monuments brought to

this country by the late Lord Elgin. Among these is the inscription on the pillar found

on the promontory of Sigaeum, and others probably of a more recent date.

t This monument, according to Lanzi, was erected about the year 550 B.C.
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racter of that letter among the ^Eolians. In this they are not

all agreed some supposing it to be the same as ou, as is most

probable others of f, or v. In support of the former, may be

quoted the opinion of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in his 1st

book of the Roman History : he compares it with the sound of

the ov diphthong in the name of the town OOsX/a, commonly
written Velio.. He also shows that the form F1 and the Latin V
were pronounced in the same manner : so that if this account be

correct, neither the digamma nor the Latin V should have the

decided sound of consonants, but rather of the diphthong ou.*

* " The digamma," says Mr. Knight, Analytical Essay, p. 11,
" was certainly pro-

nounced rather as a simple aspirate than as an aspirated consonant, and differed from the

common note of aspiration, in the impulse which caused the forced expiration being

given from the throat rather than from the tongue and palate."
"

It is generally sup-

posed among the learned at present, that the digamma was pronounced like our W, for it

corresponded to the Latin V, the sound of which was certainly the same." "
Negat

autem Priscianus," says the same author, 85, Prolegom. in Homerum,
"
digamma nisi

vocali, atque ei in principio vocis prseponi posse, unde apud JEoles in ft transisset quoties

ab f inciperet dictio, quse aspirari solita esset, ita ut PHTAP, BPHTHP, dixerint."

Lib. i, p. 547.

From all that I have seen and read of the digamma, I consider the account given of it

by the late Bishop of St. David's, in his Strictures on Dr. Marsh's Horse Pelasgicae, the

only one rational and tenable, and consistent with the description of it by ancient authors.

Dr. Marsh appears to have totally misunderstood its nature and power,
" There is

reason to believe that the very epithet -^iXov was given to V in its quality of consonant.

This epithet implies the existence of some cognate letter, which in reference to V was

la.ffu , for except in respect to a cognate letter, there was neither need nor ground of dis-

tinction." Dr. Surges observes,
"

-^tX-ov in upsilon appears to me to be said, not in

reference to another letter, but to a different state of the same letter, and in its quality

of vowel. There are three letters in the Greek alphabet thus discriminated : O pixgov op-

posed to O ft'-yct, which was larger in figure and longer in sound than the simple letter ;

E iJ/iXov (single or short E) opposed to H, that is long E, or double E, E3, F -I, and

EI; and thus V -^tXov (single or short U) opposed to W or double U. The Digamma,

though it resembles a double 7 / / *, was in fact a double Vau, one being placed on the

other; &<rr/j \KI (J.IKV o^6^v Ivrtfywyvvfttvov vrXetyieti;, as Dionysius says of the figure of

the letter." He afterwards adds,
" We learn from Priscian that the ^JEolic letter was

called Vau before it was called Digamma. The name of Vau was derived from the

Hebrew alphabet, where it possesses the same sound that Priscian assigns to it. As the

ancient name of the letter differed from the modern, so no doubt did the figure. The

modern name originated in its altered figure, a double Vau, which was called by the

Greeks a double y/Kftftu. The single Vau must have preceded the double Vau and

double yatftfta. It was called by the JEolians Vau from its sound, and Digamma from

its figure," &c. I would recommend the whole tract as containing by far the best ac-

count of this now very important letter, which the Greeks appear to have thought so

little of, that they very early excluded it from their alphabet.

To the important observations of Dr. Surges, quoted above, may be added the fol-

lowing, which appear to me decisive of the sound of the Roman V. " Cum Marcus

Crassus exercitum Brundisii imponeret, quidam in portu caricas Cauno advectas vendens,

Cauneas, clamitabat. Dicamus si placet, monitum ab eo Crassum, caw-ret, v

Cic. de Divin. ii. 40.
" V*
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In confirmation of this opinion, we find many of the Greek

writers in the reign of the Csesars, and most of the Byzantine

historians, employing this sound in such words as Virgilius,

Oi//0y/X/o. Valerian, OvaX'sgiov. Severus, 2gou/jgo;, &c. But unless

it can be shewn, beyond the possibility of a doubt, that Homer
used the ^Eolic dialect alone, it may be asserted with equal

confidence, that he used, instead of the digamma, the letter B,

which was commonly employed instead of it by the Lacedaemo-

nians, either of Doric or ^Eolic origin, or the letters n and o>,

which were used by different people to suit their organs.* If

we may admit the testimony of Hesychius, the letters B and r

were frequently employed by different tribes, instead of the di-

gamma ; but if we were to insert them in every place where that

letter is supposed to have been excluded in Homer's verse, we
would render it utterly harsh and unmusical.

I conceive the argument to have very little weight, which

rests upon the Latin V being used instead of the digamma, in

several words derived from the Greek. We have no conclusive

evidence from history that the ^Eolians ever sent any colonies

into Italy. These colonies rather seem to have been wandering
tribes of the ancient Pelasgi,f who carried over with them their

barbarous pronunciation, and retained itj even after their lan-

guage was incorporated with that of the original inhabitants.

Their language was no doubt the same with that spoken by
those wrho remained; but the latter, through some accidental

causes, cultivated the arts of life, and carried on commerce with

" Ex hoc genere sunt, ut diximus, cottana et caricae, quaeque conscendenti navim

adversus Parthos omen fecere M. Crasso, venales priedicantis voce Cauneae." Plin.

N. H. xv. 19.

From these passages, it must be evident to every one, that Gate ne eas and Caunea*

were pronounced exactly in the same manner, the v in the one before the vowel, and the

u in the other, being considered nearly or altogether convertible sounds. There seems

to have been this difference between the v and the u, that the former was always pro-

nounced before a vowel, with the sound of the Greek ou, or English oo, as la good, with a

slight aspiration; the other always before a consonant, without the least aspiration, and

with a more open sound.
* See the Bishop of St. David's " Annotationes in Dawesii Miscell. Crit." p. 344 ;

and Letter to the Bishop of Durham, p. 19.

f Dionysius Perieg. ii. t. 347. Plin. vii. c. 56.

Tvpptivoi fiiv t^uT t ivrt Be
fftyitrt QvXa, HtXeLffyuv

O'l ton TLvKKwYiQiv i<p'

'

Eo-vtgtxv ciXa. fiuvrts,

AVTO&I vrintwro ffuv av^oeiffi
Tvpfavo'ifft.

See Eustathius on this passage, as quoted by Foster in his Essay on Accentuation, &c.

p. 68. See also PHn. iii. c. 5.

J See Lanzi, vol. i. pp. 185. -6.
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different people, farther advanced in civilization and refinement,

and of consequence improved their vernacular tongue, long be-

fore the former emerged from barbarity. Nothing differs so

much as the pronunciation and orthography of words from one

period to another, when a language is in a progressive state

of improvement. The diction of Chaucer, of Gawin Douglas,
and others of the same period, is very unlike that which was

employed by Shakspeare* and Ben Jonson : and theirs again
differs from that of Milton, Dryden, and Pope. There can

therefore be nothing drawn from the state of any language,
while yet in its infancy, to determine certain sounds, and far

less to supply imaginary defects in the same language, after it

has been refined and cultivated to a high degree. This diffi-

culty increases when the language ceases to be spoken, and can

be resolved only by a strict analysis of the poetry of the time,

and by establishing certain rules drawn from a careful and ex-

tensive induction of particulars, and not by gratuitous assump-
tions.

But though the supporters of the digamma fail in showing
what it really was, what was its power, and how long it existed

in the language, they assert that it is absolutely necessary in

Homer's verse to sustain the metre, and prevent, in many
places, the hiatus of vowels. From the rules which I shall

afterwards give. I think it will be evident that the metre does

not require its interposition.f To prevent the hiatus in several

places, the v is added in the same manner as was done by later

poets. Had the digamma been originally employed for this

* It appears to me that the situation and character of Homer and Shakspeare were in

many points alike. Both were gifted with extraordinary powers, to describe the grand,

the beautiful, and the sublime of nature ; to penetrate by instinctive sagacity human cha-

racter, and to trace the secret and often the apparent inconsistency of human thought

and conduct. Both lived at a period when the language of their country was greatly

improved, had acquired harmony, and lost none of its strength, and still preserved, in

several instances, the venerable air of antiquity.

f* If the digamma had ever been used as a consonant before particular words, it is fair

to conclude that it would always have continued so, and not occasionally. It would also

have remained a fixed letter in the language, like any other consonant, in that state of it

especially in which it was used by Homer : neither of which has happened. Whereas,

supposing it to have had the sound of a vowel, or a rough breathing, it might be con-

sidered only as an organic peculiarity in pronunciation, and would be changed, like all

other peculiarities of the same kind, when the language became more improved.
" Fiualmente anche ne Latini e da notare la inconstanza dell' antica orrografia, per

cui in una stessa cosa e scritta diversamente. II Gori nota lo stesso nello ravolo Latino

di Gubbio, dove ERUNT c scritto EKIIIONT, ERAFONT, ERIRONT mutandosi lo afiini

cambievolmente." See Lanzi, vol. i. p. 141.
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purpose, is it likely that a letter so convenient and useful would

have entirely disappeared, even in the time of Herodotus, as we
find him quoting a line from Homer in which the insertion of

the digamma, with the power of a consonant would have ruined

the metre?* The line runs thus,

svff scfav o/ KeffXoi flra/ATro/x/Xo/, sgya, yvvaixav. II. vi. 289.

As g'gya
is one of those words which they say always take the

digamma, it must here either be omitted, or the verse so formed

as to admit of its insertion. Accordingly, Heyne, who never

scruples, when he finds a verse intractable, either to alter it to

his views, or to pass a summary condemnation upon it as an

interpolation of some later Poet, proposes to read ^a/^o/x/Xa

instead of Ta^cro/x/Xo/, to the manifest injury of the sense. Be-

sides, had the digamma been used in the manner asserted, it

would undoubtedly have been preserved with as much care as

those remains of a more ancient state of the language, the ter-

minations ^a, Sg*, Ss, p/, &c. which sometimes occur in the Iliad

and Odyssey, and were partly retained by writers of a much
later period. But as it never seems to have been intended to

prevent the hiatus of vowels, the v perhaps was used in some

instances, both by Homer and other writers, for this purpose.
As the decision of the question depends in a great measure

upon the proper understanding of the hiatus in epic poetry, I

shall endeavour to state my views of it as distinctly as possible.

In all poetry, the harmony of the verse depends upon the feet

employed, the positions they occupy, and the quantities of the

syllables in their metrical arrangement. Every one knows that

the feet employed in Epic Poetry are Spondees and Dactyls,

the latter being equivalent in point of tune to the former. The

Spondseus is evidently the basis ; but the variation of time in

the syllables of words requires that there should be frequently

a resolution of the last syllable into two short ;
and hence the

Dactyl. If a long syllable, therefore, has two times, a short

must have one only. In Epic Poetry the natural arrangement

frequently requires that a long vowel, occupying two times, should

lose one of these times, from its position before a vowel beginning
the next word

; because, if it did not, the foot would be, not a

* The supporters of the digamma always prefix it to $s, his. In the following line,

the digamma as a consonant would ruin the metre :

'

%,. lift Taf Fflv AixXwroet, Quftov. II. 2. 5.
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Dactyl, but an Amphimacer, which would destroy the harmony
of the verse. Thus,

v<ffb vharavjtfrw, o&ev P'SSV ayXaov vdw. II. ii. 307.
- *

pronounced xa\s Ink wXaravtffro,
- - v|

- w t- *|

The same observation applies to a diphthong, which consists of

two times, and which the metrical harmony of the verse re-

quires to lose the last of its vowels
; thus,

Bw^o-ou uffatj^ag irgog ga crXaray/tfrov
ogovffsv. Id. 310.

pronounced BW//.O v^ai'^ag.
-

/o/, oWa rs puXXa xa/ avfea yiyvtrui upy. Id. 468.

It is different, however, when a long vowel or a diphthong forms

thefirst of a foot before another word beginning with a vowel ;

because, from the nature of the verse, the first syllable of the

foot must always be long ; thus,

' arap {ATjrqp evdrq yvy % rsxs rsxva. Id. ii. 313.
i

-
-(

rw, ore vrjvtiiv Id. 351.

levcu' sv ds ffOsvog ugffsv
snaffrov. Id. 451.

- -
|

-
j
- -i

These are positions not admitted in Attic Poetry, except in

Anapaestic verse and the varieties of the Dactylic.

It is scarcely necessary to point out the elision of vowels, not

less necessary in Epic Poetry than in Iambic or Trochaic verse.

The times of the feet introduced require frequent elisions; thus,

A/y/5' sp^oucf igfrijAOv*
//. ii. 447.

- v,
t

Every one must perceive that, if the vowels remained, the

feet would be altered and the harmony of the verse destroyed.

egfrif&ov.
Instead of two Dactyls we should have

a Double Pceon primus.

Homer frequently elides even a diphthong at the end of a

wr

ord, before the next word beginning with a vowel; thus,

ai) syw Xaov. //. i. 117. fyuyvvftsv' a-jrbg 6' tvreat, dvffero.

//. xv. 120.

But Homer not only shortens vowels and diphthongs, and

elides them when necessary for the harmony of his verse
; he

frequently also adds vowels for the same purpose. Numerous
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examples occur in patronymics and in compound verbs ; as the

former in particular consist generally of five or six syllables,

and would be otherwise unmanageable. Thus, in the first line

of the first Book of the Iliad:

Mqviv aside, 0g, n^Xjj/a^sw 'Ay/X5joc

The proper nominative of the patronymic is Tlrihriibqs, and the

genitive, UyfyidsM, in the Ionic dialect. But this could not

have stood in the verse, as it would have formed a Trochceus

instead of a Dactyl. So also //. viii. 267. 2r5j 6' &g UT' A/avrog

/' TgXa//,wv/a5ao. The a in both cases is inserted for the sake of

the metre. In verbs the same liberty is taken; but it is always

by inserting the kindred short vowel ; thus, II. iii. 187. O/
g

r6r effrgarouvro nag o^dag 2ayag/o/o. If a vowel had not been in-

troduced into the verb, the foot would have been a Trochceus,

and not a Dactyl. Even in dissyllable verbs the same epen-

thesis of a vowel is frequently found ; thus, II. L 350. ft' l<f

aXig #oX/?]$ OPOUV e<nl otvoffa tfovrov, otherwise a TrochcBus. This is

i

-
-i -*i

often done in the verb eJvrov; thus, II. i. 286. Na/ by ravra yt

wdvra, y'sgov,
xara

//,o/gav gg/crgg. If gJ-rsg, the foot would have been

a Trochceus.

These observations and examples will now lead us to the

proper consideration of the hiatus, and to the question,
" whe-

ther the Digamma was necessary to prevent the hiatus in many

places where it occurs?"

The following examples are considered by the supporters of

the Digamma to exhibit an hiatus, and, therefore, require the

aid of that letter as a consonant. I take them chiefly from the

20th and 12th books of the Iliad, Heyne's edit. In b. xx. 1.

12, in the common edit, iniiitev idv/^ffi,
v omitted, and idvipai di-

gammated, F/3u/jjtf/. 1. 37, gwovro ga/a/, digam. gwovcro Faga/a/.

1. 81, Auxaov/ g/Varo, digam. Auxaov/ Feiffaro. 1.116, 6Vwg sffrai rdde

, digam. rads Figya. 1. 201, emi da<pa oJda, digam. SKSI
datpct,

1. 343, 'Op^tfag
*

agasJirz, digam. op^tfag 5' &oa Ftfat.

1. 353, KsXsus ds purl sxdffrw, digam. x'eXevs de <purt Fsxatfrw. 1.

379, sdvaaro ovXaftbv avdguv, digam. sduffaro FovXa^bv avdguv. 1. 428,
V
H, xai vvodga, iduv, digam. virodga, Frfuv. 1. 235, xaXXgog g/Vsxa

oTo, digam. xaXXgog shsxac, FOIO. Book xii. 1. 11, xa/ n^/a^ao/o avaxrog,

digam. x/ U^id^oio Fdva%ro$. 1. 40, l/^agvaro 7ffo$ sXX>j. digam.
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aeXX?j. 1. 50, ovde o/ /Vcro/, digam. ovds Foi 'IKKOI. 1.

190, Aur/g ft IK xoXso/b e^uffd/tevos, digam. IK xoXgo/o F&guffd/Atvos.

1. 385, o 5' ag' agvsurqoi eoixuf, digam. a^gurSjg/ FtFoixu$. These

examples will be sufficient to show what the advocates of the

digamma understand as hiatuses in Homer's versification ; and

to prevent which, they assert that the Poet employed that letter

with the power of a consonant. Now, a number of similar hia-

tuses occur in every book of the Iliad and Odyssey, where the

digamma is inadmissible. I shall give a few examples, which

any one may compare with the preceding: //. i. 333, aOr 6

gyi/w. //. ii. 87, "HuVfi eQvea, sJffi /xeX/otfawv adivduv. Heyne says,

idvsa, has the digamma Fefosa, ; but the hiatus is in sdvsa, g/ov.

//. xxiii. 73, worafAotb suffiv. II. v. 568, g/%ga o^uosi/ra. 11. X. 93,

vetgl 5g/d/a, cuds. Odyss. ix. 438, Iguovgro cigasvu. Odyss. xi. 420,

qxovffa, oVa. //. XX. 205, KU ffu sftovg. II. xvii. 16, rf /AS ea

gV0Xo!/. Id. 45, afftriSi sv xgarsgn. II. xii. 58, g^' oy xgi/ gga

//. XX. 20, 'Evvoov'/a/e, l^^v. 7cf. 98, ag/ /a^ <ra^a gTg. To these

might be added many other examples where a hiatus occurs

that cannot possibly be obviated by the insertion of the digam-

ma, or by any transposition of the words.

But it is certain that in hundreds of instances, if the digamma
were inserted according to the directions of Heyne and others,

the versification would be ruined. I shall take my examples in

the first instance from the 20th and 12th books of the Iliad, and

from the llth book of the Odyssey. II. xx. 1. 67.

An Antibacchius in the fifth place! 1. 214,

the same foot. 1. 282, g'mj, xad' 5' a^og FO/, an Amphima-
\

- -
1

- -
i

cer. 1. 311, % KM fjuv Fegvffffsai, an Antibacchius. 1. 343, o^sas

Fetors *$><:, FOV /^gyaX^ro^a U{AQV, an Amphimacer. 1. 422,

an Antibacchius. B. xii. 1. 162, w/^wggv rs

w, an Amphimacer. 1. 317, "Otpga rig uds Fumy, an

Amphimacer; the common reading is && s"vy. 1. 333, g/ r/va

F/5o/ro, a Preon Primus; the common reading is it nv '/doiro.

*\

1. 367, 'Effraorgg Aavaoug orgvverov Fpi fAa%sff8ai, an Amphimacer.

1. 410, !<rr/, xai Fp6ipy : Itp&t^os is not digammated by Heyne;

but if the first part of the compound is 7p/, of which there can

E
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be no doubt, it ought upon his principle to have it. 1. 412,

nXeovuv 8s roi Fegyov, an Amphimacer. Odyssey, b. xi. 1. 2, N5ja
- V, -

|

p'ev ag tfuft'ffgurov Fzgv66a<{J>v} an Antibacchius. 1. 61, a&eg<pa,rog

Foivo$, an Amphimacer. 1. 80, reXevrfau re xai Fe^u, an Amphi-

macer. 1. 145,
'

Pyi'diov roi Fetfos Fep'eu, an Antibacchius. 1. 161.
- v i- -

i

'Eg 'I6d%?iv ; ovde Feideg evl iMywoHSi" yvvaTxa, a Paeon Secundus.
v J_ -I v - w |- w

I

The common reading is ou3' e7de$. 1. 206, Tg/g 6s /^o/ Ix ^g^Sy,

tfx/^ FSM&OV, an Amphimacer. 1. 212, "H n //,/ Ftidu^ov, an Am-
w'-

|
- v -

|

phimacer. 1. 283, M/vujfo jp/^/ Fdvaurtev, also an Amphimacer.
-w-

i

1. 286, To/fr/ ^' IT^ Ft<pMftnv. 1. 296,"0g<r^ara Tai/ra Fs/Tovra, an Am-
- v

I
- w -I

phimacer. 1. 303, XeXd/xatf/ ir/tra ^eo/fr/, an Antibacchius. 1. 304,
-

i

Ftpi/j,efatav, a Paeon Secundus ;
the common reading

is psr
'

Ipipsdsiav. 1. 362, our/ tfe Fti<fxofJ<sv, a Paeon Prmius;
- s/ w w|

our/ ff eiaxofAtv. 1. 394, lyw daxvtot, re F'd&v, JXe^tfa, a Paeon Pri-

mus ; Vulg. ddxgoffa r iduv. 1. 431, ?j 5' ego% Xuy^a Feidvfa, an

Amphimacer ; 473, /^rfga/ Figy v> tne same foot. 1. 483, <rg ^wiv
- -

1

Ir/o/Agi/, jp/<ra ^go/'tf/i', the same foot. 1. 521, xaXX/rfroi/ Fidov, ftera,, an

Antibacchius. 1. 541, s/Wro 5g x^ga Fsxaarq, a Paeon Primus;
w

|
- - w|

1. 549, A/'ai>0,' og crgg/ ftev Fetdo$9

rgruxro, a Paeon Primus; Vulg. tfgg/
5' g^/a rervx.ro. 1.560,

5

AXX' ayg ^gDpo, Favag, /Va Pg^og xa^ yaD^ov axou<r?j, a Paeon Pri-
v,v|-v w|- vw w

I

- -I

mus; Vulg. ai/ag, /V gVog. 1. 603, IIa/6a A/og /agyaXo/o xa/ FHpj?,
- V V,

- ^ (- M
,
_ W -I

an Amphimacer. A goodly number of violations of the metre in

a single book! If the Digammatists are true to. their prin-

ciples, they must hold that Homer introduced into his verse,

besides the Spondceus and Dactyl, the Amphimacer, Anti-

bacchius, Pceon Primus, and Pceon Secundus.

Prosodians in general are of opinion that the v s<pe\xv<fn%bv, as

it is called, was commonly interposed at the end of nouns and

adjectives in the dative plural, and the 3d person singular of verbs

in the imperfect and aorists, to prevent the hiatus of vowels ; as,
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//. xii. 408, avnQsoiffi(v) sXi^dpsvos : Id. 249, sVg<r<r/(v) a^offr^n^
where no digamma could be introduced. //. xx. 284, eVogou<rg(v)

eguffffd{Atvo$. II. xii. 84, S7TSTsXXi(v) sxagres. II. X. 132, X/<rago/<r/(v)

sdqffaro. Id. 173, Nut/ ydg dq <7rdvrsggi(v)
SKI %vou. Id. 186, am r&

g<pigi(v) vmo$ o'AwAgi/. II. xi. 106, xal eXuffs(v) aKo'iwv. Although this

was the practice with the Attic poets, it may be doubted whether
Homer ever employed the v to prevent the hiatus, as the cha-

racter of his language seems to admit of far more open, or vowel

sounds, than that of any subsequent poet, even of those who
wrote hexameter verse, and imitated his style and manner :

For, if we compare the language of Apollonius Rhodius, per-

haps his most successful imitator, we shall not find so many
open sounds in his verses. I imagine the v was inserted by
transcribers after the practice of the Attic Poets.

If the account which I have given of the hiatus be correct,

the digamma will be found to be almost entirely excluded in the

books of the Iliad and Odyssey which I have examined. I shall

mark the places where it may seem to be necessary for the sup-

port of the verse. //. xx. 46, CgoroXo/yw Fioov "Agvi/ but in

II. i. 468, and various other places, the adjective is often s'/'

(dairbg g/tfjjg.)
See Odyss. xi. 136. 1. 143, avdyxy F'<pt

the reading, however, in the Cod. Harles., is avdywg. 1. 183,

s/ffiv yag> FOI tfaTdsg. Here the v is inserted to make the last syl-

lable of siffi long, in order that o/ might have the digamma. The
line is commonly read, eigl jag o/ iraftes bds e/wredos. 1. 213, fyg

- w w
J

- ""
I

" w w
I

gy Fei8jj$9 which may be read, opga g5 eiBfs. 1. 216, Kr/V<rg ds Aag-

dav/^Vy evrei ovtfu ^'iX/og /^. 1. 261, d-ro Feo %ztgt Ta^g/>j but the

o is the first of the foot, and requires the time of a long vowel.

It may, however, be remarked, that very few examples are found

of a short vowel being placed as the first of a foot, where there

is a hiatus Seel. 278. 1. 280, gVr>j Fiepivvi v.v. 285, 382,

443, (ff&egdaXea FiFd^uv, similar to 201. 1. 399,

In 1. 502 the Imperfect of the same verb occurs where the di-

gamma is unnecessary A/ r UK IKUSGUT^W' b ds 'Uro xudo$

These are all the examples in the 20th book that seem to require

the digamma. The whole number may be reduced to three, viz.

v. v. 216, 280, 399; bearing no proportion to the number already

noticed where the digamma would mar the metre. I shall next

give examples from the llth book of the Odyssey. 1. 107,
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g>jrg (36a$ Kai Fpia (tfaa but the reading should be, f36a$ rg xa7

1. 116, aXo^oi/, xa/ Fsdva didovrsg but we often find

instead of s8m. See Odyss. i. 277. Id. ii. 196, &c. 1. 192,

Foi xara yovvbv read vdvrrt sot. 1. 251, Aura? lyw ro/
g/'/x-/

-v,w| - w w| - -|

Here ro/ must be long without the intervention of the

digamma, as g/>/ is not supposed to have been pronounced with

it. The metre may be remedied by inserting vt) before ro/, as it

often precedes it, and renders the expression emphatic ; thus,

Aurag lyw i>6 rot tip} Hod 1. 441, ov x' su Feidfje but the read-

ing should be, ov xiv iu
stiffs.

1. 575, xa/ Tirvbv Feidov but ov

is the csesural syllable, and therefore takes the increased time ; so,

1. 601. E/^wXov* ccurdg ds Here there can be no digamma. In the

whole of this book there seems to be but one solitary example

requiring the digamma, viz. 1. 192 ; and even that may be ex-

punged by adopting the Homeric use of the Dative tol. See Odyss.
iv. 643, and 11. xiii. 495, &c. Let any one compare even the

whole of the examples given above with the number of instances

already pointed out in the same book, where the introduction

of the digamma ruins the metre, and if he has any candour at

all, he must give up the digamma to the ignorant and the pre-

judiced.

In the Hymn to Apollo, ascribed to Homer, the digamma
would, in many instances, injure the metre. V. 8, -rar^og FtoTo.

wi

15, 'AcroXXw^a rs Fuvaxra. 22, Tlaffai be gxotfiai roi Fadov. In V.

30, the versification may be remedied by a slight transposition ;

thus, instead of oVrfoug Kpjjrjj svroe SYSI xa/, it should be, "Ootfoug
- -

|
- _| - v, w| - -I

K^r?j s^si svrog xa/, and the penthemimeral caesura is gained.

46, Ei' rig Foi yai'suv vh? %'sKoi Foixia Sefffai. In this line the di-

gammated Foi no doubt lengthens n^ but with o/x/a it renders

the foot smAmphimacer. The reading should be, &/' n$ to? v.59,

Fava%, it (36<fxoig. 71, *"o vgurov Ftip (paog. 106, Mr) [uv

sirzira, F^sffffiv. Heyne would read, sVs/ra Fsvstfffiv. 163. M/
/
ag/b

>-

6ai Fitfatiiv' (pair)
ds KSV aurog .Pexarfrog. A Molossus and an Anti-

|---|- -| - w w I
- - W

|

bacchius!! Vulg. fMfj,z?<fff' 'tffaffiv' 177, Aurag syuv ou X

1. 198, /agyaX?) rg Fidrfv xa/
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dog ayvTn. 1. 255, n # effFMaa. See 341. 1. 274, 6&%ai /gga
-

|
. -|

read ds%ai g isga,
xaXa. 275, "fig Ftivovta,, FEgxarou. 276,

.iPExaro/o. Vulg. i^ftf 'Exaro/o. 286, Icr^arov, Feitf* rg j&vQov. 307,

"Ov TOT' aga _FHgj STIXTS. A Paeon Secundus; Vulg. ag* "Hg?j sr/xrg.

w| W - W W|

375, read Ka/ TOT a syvu ifjffiv
svf

<pge<fi. 385, evtia, 8s

393, oi gd rg FUVMXTI. 437, q'/ej&ovsvs
ds Fuva^. 467, o'pg'

read o^ga eu g/'5w. 472, Notfroy Fie/J<svoi read Notfrou y* I'S/ASVOI. 506,

. Vulg. w\ s^vtfavTO. 535, As^/rgg^
1

/xaX

aX' exaaros. 540, 'Hs r/ rjuo'/6v yg Fsvog sffffSTSi. Vulg.

I shall now proceed to state what I consider one of the

strongest arguments against the use of the diganima in Ho-

mer's verse. It is generally allowed that the long vowels were

not in use in the time of Homer, nor employed by the Greeks

for many ages afterwards ; but that the short vowels acquired
an increase of time by having others merged into them, as in

certain cases of nouns, &c. and compounds, or from the posi-

tion they occupied in the verse, in order to give the rhythmical

harmony to the numbers. It is not improbable that in the

inflexions of nouns and adjectives, when the terminations were

originally independent words, the vowels would not at first

coalesce so as to form long vowels, nor would be resolved into

diphthongs, but would be pronounced separate. Thus the ge-

nitive of Xoyos would be Xoy-oFo ; in the Ionic dialect, Xoy-o/o :

in the Doric Xoy-o, and when the long vowels came into use,

Xoy-w ;
in the common, Xoy-ou.* Whether the diphthongs were

in use in Homer's time is uncertain. It is probable that they

were, as they were mostly formed from the juxtaposition of

vowels in compound words. Be this as it may ; we have al-

ready seen that long vowels and diphthongs in particular posi-

tions in Hexameter verse lose one of their times, in order that

the rhythmical harmony may be preserved. If, then, they are

reduced to the time of short vowels before words beginning
with vowels and diphthongs, it has never, so far as I know, been

asserted that the separated vowel possessed the power either of

* See "
Inquiry into the Origin of the Greek and Latin Languages," &c.
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the digamma, or of v, to prevent the hiatus that took place.

It appears to have been entirely dropt, just as diphthongs occa-

sionally were before words beginning with vowels ; as in the

example, ov\of* lyu Xaov . //. i. 117. To me it appears that

there is as much a hiatus m"Afjt,<pu(o) tyogwdeis . 77. xx. 461,
v/

as in dafaovi 7<fo$, 1. 447, the latter word being supposed to

have the digamma to prevent the hiatus. But what have we
to prevent it in "A{A<pu(o) ipogt&fifafc

? Nothing whatever. %a\fj M
biro . //. ii. 307. BW/AOU u-Trafgag BW/AO utfafjag 310.

, v|
-

,

X/0VE<r0(a/), dz arfyai/w ovra xa&' %ffa?. II. xx. 469. In
- M vj - -

|
- w

I
- w

I

this line the a/ of xfatetQai is elided, and the o of <pa<rydvu loses

one of its times. Still there is a hiatus which no Digamma or

Vau can fill up. Meaffqv xax%t<pa,X'r)v iti fiXaffs Kwxfavn. Id.
- -

I
- *

|
- -

I
-

i

xx. 475 Here the diphthong loses one of its vowels, and, con-

sequently, one of its times before the q of fixate. g/pc fi\a<rs.

In this example also there is a hiatus, "H^g yap orpwri>$ xaxbv
*

|
- . .

|
_ ^v|

og KS Xlwqrai. II. xix. 235. The scanning requires tf-

to lose the last vowel of the diphthong a/, and to have

only one time, e<r<tera(i) 8$. What fills up the hiatus before 6'g?

Nothing whatever ; unless it be supposed that the
(/) performs

that important part. I ask then in what respects do these hia-

tuses differ in the pronunciation or in the rhythmical tune from

those in which the digamma has been inserted to prevent them :

such as, Tlofcidduvi avann ^'sffxsXa egya o>ga /&j 9
and a hun-

dred others ? I can see no difference whatever. If, according
to the dogma of the Digammatists, the rhythmical harmony of

the verse was injured in such examples without the interposi-

tion of a consonant, was it not also injured in the others that

I have quoted, and in thousands that occur in the Iliad and

Odyssey, as well as in the verses of every succeeding poet who
wrote Hexameter verse ? This argument appears to me con-

clusive against the use of the digamma in any shape.

I have examined several hundred lines of Apollonius Rho-

dius, and in most instances, if the digamma were introduced

at the commencement of such words as Heyne and others have

pointed out, the metre would be ruined. Thus, B. i. 1. 643,

roxSjoj, fig Foi9
an Amphimacer. 1. 665, vp'euv ff g/ rig aguov

U I---I __I__ UI__

an Antibacchius. B. ii. 1. 11, KixXu^' aX/VXayxro/,
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svaiy an Ampllimacer. 1. 31. XeKrofurov, ri ga o/ r/g .fgoi/

vl

|;g/v>j/t/ gjya/, an Antibacchius. 1. 70, g'v&x 3

an Antibacchius. See lines 126, 132, 144, 152, 212, 240, 248,

269, 270, 286, 338, 391, 408, and innumerable others. It is

evident, therefore, that Apollonius knew nothing of the di-

gamma.
It might be supposed that Solon, who lived nearer the time

of Homer than any author whose works are now extant, would

have adopted in his Elegies the digamma from that Poet. I do

not believe that there is a single instance of its being used in all

the Poems of the great Athenian Legislator that have reached

us. In the three following lines of his Elegy, its introduction,

with those words which are supposed to require it in Homer,
would injure the metre. 1. 27 :

Ourw dq/uotfiov xaxbv gWgra/ FoiKads Fsxdffrw.
- -

|

- w M|_ ,- -
,

- w
,

- 1

JLvOuvst ds dixag tfxoX/ag, utfew&avdi rs Fepya. 36.
_ -i - -

i

-
-i;-/ w't- w. i| -*'-

n^aui/g/, Taug/ 8s Fegya ^ly^xSradi^g. 37.
--I - -

I -II - - -
I

- v v|

In Cleanthes' Hymn to Jupiter, if the digamma were intro-

duced into the two following lines before
egirsi

and Igyov, we
should have, in both instances, an Amphimacer :

offa, ^wsi rs v.ul
F&gffst. 5. ouds rs yiyvsrcu fsgyov.

Callimachus seems to have been equally ignorant of it.

Hymn to Jupiter, 1. 2, ael ptyav a/b Favaxru,. 1. 50, Havaxgi8o$

Fzgyu fAsMffffqg. 1. 67, o xa/ crgXa? Feiffao 3/pgou. See lines 85,

93, 95.

In Pythagoras' Golden Sayings^ if introduced into the fol-

lowing lines, the versification would be destroyed :

Xoyw tfg qragFefavi. 25.
w

|

- -
|

t'tsui or/ rot
fj,v\ SeXTigov sen. 26.

Vulg.

Tlg/i/
ruv

Tj/AegivZiv Ftgyw rg/g Fixatfrov strtXQetv. 41.

See v. v. 48, 67, 68.

Although the Attic Poets seldom used Hexameter verse, yet
wherever it occurs, no traces of the digamma are observable.

I should suppose its unmusical sound would have been most
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disagreeable to an Athenian ear, if pronounced in the recitation

of Homer's Poems ; and these, we know, formed the manual of

instruction to the youth of Greece. It is hardly possible that

they could have relished such sounds as, Oeapara Fot FtiKwra,,

Odyss. xi. 296. Ftgyov 8s r e#i Fegyy Fegydfytfai, HesiodErg. 380.

Fevos vqxsgdef efeiiree, Odyss. xiv. 509. s^affdpoiro Ftvttff' Fot^ig

d's For XXA Fexy\o$, II. ix. 376. But there is no disputing about

tastes. Some people rejoice in the braying of an ass ; or the

melodious symphony of an Irish howl.

The principal rules for the structure of Homer's verse I have

already stated in page 18. If they are well founded, it will

appear evident, that instead of being encumbered with con-

sonants, which, in many instances, are altogether unnecessary,
and violate the orthography of the language, or of requiring a

new one, such as the digamma, to rectify the verse, the lan-

guage used by Homer was in conformity with grammatical rules,

and far more simple in its structure than has generally been

imagined. The first rule which I have given, viz. That a long

vowel or diphthong at the end of a word, before another vowel or

diphthong, is always short, except in ccesural syllables,* holds no

less than 210 times in the first book of the Iliad, with a few

exceptions, not exceeding five or six in number. In the other

books nearly the same proportion will be found according to

their length. The csesural syllables of long vowels and diph-

thongs occur in the same book upwards of 60 times. I shall

give a few examples only, as several have been already quoted.

svi o't'xw, sv"A^y&'i9 rqXoQi ffdrgvif. II. i. 30.

Hgiv y anb vrargi p/Xw dopsvou sXixumda, xovgqv. Id. 98.

voV evre) ou wapetevasai . Id. 132.

Tw oi ecfav xqgvxe xa,} orgqgu . Id. 321.
---I- -l-w w|

In the following line, 77. ii. 144, both the sense of the pas-

sage and the metre will be remedied by the insertion of the

particle rs
; thus,

K/V7J07J 8' ayo^ wg xv/Aotra {Actxga SaXaotfjjg

Hovrov r
'ixagfoio .

The common reading is TOVTOU 'ixagfoio, obviously incorrect.

The Poet could not intend SaXatfc^ and <roVou to refer to the

The rationale has been already pointed out, supra, pp. 30, 31.
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same object, viz. the Icarian sea; but two different seas, the

Hellespont or the JEgean, and the Icarian. There are several

other passages in different books in which this rule is violated.

Some admit of an easy correction, others not. In the 17th

book of the Iliad, 1. 9, O05' g
Tldvdou uib<; sy'/^gX/jjs /AgXj<rg, the

w -
|

- -
I

second syllable of nv0u should be short before y/&$, according
to the rule. There can be no doubt that the nominative was

ndvdoog, and hence the genitive ought to have been Hav66ou. In

//. iii. 146, we have the accusative ndvQoov; thus, O/ 5* &pq>l ng/-

xa,i ndvQoov, yds Qvf^oirr,v. Besides, the patronymic is nai/-

, which could not have been formed from udvdo$, and the

derivative is evidently ir&y and Soog. In verses 23 and 40, ndvdov

in the former must be changed to Hav&6ov, and TldvQw in the

latter, to HavQow : nai/0ow sv ^g/ggcv/.*
v

I

The deviations from the second rule in the first book do not

amount to more than two or three, chiefly in the word IVg/j?, in

which ?/ is constantly made short before j. I am doubtful if

* In the 19th book of the Iliad, vv. 57, 58, and 59, the versification of the first

line is incorrect, and the meaning of the passage seems to have been generally misun-

derstood. The common reading in the first line is,

where the 97 is long before . It is probable that the ^ was repeated by some ignorant
versifier from the last letter of 'A<rgs>7, and v was supplanted by . The critic on

Archdeacon Williams' Homerus, in the Edinburgh Review, No. 155, thus translates the

lines :
" This (conciliatory spirit) had indeed been better for both thee and me." &c.

The Archdeacon translates,
" The present transaction is better for you and me than when

we both of us, grieved in heart, contended with heart-gnawing strife concerning a

maiden." In the original there is no word for the exceptive than. The verb frr&m will

neither admit of being translated as a pluperfect nor as a present. The following slight

emendation of the text both rectifies the versification, and makes the expression more

emphatic, as proceeding from the ardent and fiery Achilles :

'A<r/5s7, ,/> eiv TI TO& KfAtyorigoiffiv ngitov

ffOI XKl IftOI' OTi VCtli
fflg, K%VU/U.*YU

By making the sentence interrogative, and the expression conditional, much more point

is given to the expression, and a covert reflection is cast upon Agamemnon. It may be

thus translated :
" Son of Atreus, would not something like this (conciliatory spirit)

have been better both for thee and me, when both of us, galled at heart, gave ifay to

our animosity in fell strife about a girl
1

?" Neither the critic nor the author has

translated a%vv/tiva and ^svsjj'v^sv correctly. In the heat of their dispute Agamemnon
and Achilles felt no grief; they felt pain: the one from wounded pride, as having been

bearded by his inferior in rank ; and the other, from the insults and wrong he had re-

ceived from the commander-in-chief.
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ever such a compound existed in the language as m/j). In most

places where it occurs, the true reading may be got by restoring

the elided vowel; thus, II. i. 156, Kagvbv sfyXfoavro* eve}

tfoXXdc (tera^v. So also 1. 169, Nuv 6'
g/]u,/ 3?&i7jvds' \<ie\t -TroXu

sffriv. II. iv. 56, Oux. aVvu
tpdov'sovffiv' emi croXO pggrsgo; Jew/. See

-
v|

x. 557, xxii. 40. In the following, the reading might be *Ey^i/
- w v|

sirei -rroXu
(p'eoregov ovrug. II. viii. 144, I would propose

to read, Ovfe /AX' /'pd/^og* eVg/ 6 0-0X1) pggrarog Itfr/. In all such

expressions the pronoun seems necessary, as being emphatic;
See 1. 211. In //. xx. 135, the meaning of the passage would

require, instead of rip'sas rou$ aXXou?, which appears to me not

in conformity with Neptune's purpose, but q/u&a; ro/fc aXXo/<r/Y*

fail ffoXO
tpegregoi efytv. I would not wish to engage us gods here in

strife with the others; i. e. the supporters of the Trojans, since

we are much the stronger. In v. 368, the reading should probably

be, "Ey^i'i agyaXeof, SKSI o't tfoXu pigrggo/ efatv. In V. 437, I would pro-
VW\ - W W|- W W

I
- - W

|

pose to read Aoug/ aXwv* I-TTS/ ^v xa/ l^6v eXo$ 6^0 ndgoiQev.

A few other words offend against this rule, some of which

admit of easy correction ; others do not. ATJ/OS occurs very fre-

quently, and generally with the first syllable short ;

*
as, II. ii.

415, A/^aXoev, flrgSjtfa/
& **$$ biftw Svgsrga. The emendation here

is extremely simple. It is only necessary to subscribe the /,

and make >j an improper diphthong, or to pronounce the >j

separate from the /, and throw the latter upon the follow-

ing diphthong. In every place where gXja/ occurs, except

one, there is no violation of the rule ; thus, II. v. 284, BgXja/
xevswva

diafjt,Kegs$.
See also //. xiii. 251. But in //. xi. 380,

the
j
in gxja/ must be made short, if the reading is cor-

rect. BsCx^ja/, ovtf aX/ov. In the Cod. Venet. edited by Vil-

loison, the true reading has been preserved, viz. ClCXea/, the

2. sing. pres. pas. from ZtZXypt of the second conjugation. To
these may be added xj*<rrjj, //. ix. 408, in which the ?j in the

antepenult is short. But the true reading seems to be Xg/<rr?,

as in the Cod. Venet. There is only one other word which I

*
It is long in the following line, II. ix. 76 :

ir^X^s xx} -IT ux, i'j>i ; , art ^wioi \yyi>Si VWMV.
-

|

- V V|- W V| -vv|- w
|

--
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shall at present notice, in which the diphthong at the beginning
is sometimes shortened. In general, however, it is long. Thus,
in OdjSS. xi. 269, T^V *%w

'

Aptptrgvuvoe u/^, {tivo$ aisv cm/gj?;. So

also 272, Twap'svv) <f
wet- In these and a few other examples

the subjunctive vowel seems to have been pronounced with the

succeeding syllable, as in several instances in Attic poetry, and
the prsepositive retained its natural short time. In //. i. 9, the

diphthong is long : Aqroug xai Aib$ vibe* o yao Ca<r/X?j/ yoXuOeie. //.--I- v
|

- v v|

ii. 552, Twi/ au0'
Jiysftovev' vtb$ Utrsuo.*

-i-:--i- -i-

There are a few deviations from the third rule, particularly
where the conjunction 5) occurs. Thus, in //. i. 145, the com-

mon reading is,

'VH Atdg, j 'l^o/AsvgOg, j bTog 'Odvfffcui;.
- -I - -

|
- w v

The 5j before 'idop&vevs is the second syllable of the foot, and

therefore, if rule first be correct, ought to be short. It is evi-

dent that there is here an elision of the e, as coming before

another vowel. The 3j', however, remains long, according to

the rule, as in the following examples : //. xiii. 428, jjgw*

/*
ya/o/Cgog 6' v)v 'Ay^/tfao. II. ii. 345, "Ag%tv 'Agys/o/07 xard

v<r/Aiva$. II. xxiii. 144, 2^s^', aXXw? the line, there-

fore, ought to run thus :

"H A/ag, n 'idofAsvevg

A similar line occurs in 1. 6 of Hesiod's Theogonia :

The % before
'

OX/Ag/ou should have the mark of an elision.

Thefourth rule, viz. A vowel, naturally short, isfrequently made

the first syllable of a foot, whether at the beginning ofa verse, or as

the first syllable of a word, or in the middle of it, in consequence

of requiring the lengthened tone of the voice upon that syllable, to

preserve the metrical rhythm, will require more illustration than

the preceding. In the different feet used by the poets, there is

always what is technically called the ictus metricus, or lengthened
tone of the voice upon one particular syllable of each foot, ac-

cording to the nature of the verse. This ictus] is also called the

* The noun vias is sometimes pronounced as a monosyllable ; thus,
*

AffSttrrM ov& vlov Xa^Ev
'

ATP'IO; o%u Gowfctf. II. xvii. 83.
- -

|
- -| - M w

I

t See Note, Dissertation Second, p. 60.
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arsis, or rising inflexion of the voice upon that syllable, while

the other syllable or syllables have the thesis, or falling inflec-

tion.* In Hexameter verse, the ictus or arsis is always upon
the first syllable of the foot. Though we had no other data to

guide us in the pronunciation of this species of metre, it appears
almost certain that the first syllable of every foot must have been

pronounced with the rising inflection and subsequent swell of

the voice, to give melody to the verse ; and that, even though
the syllable was naturally short, such an increase of time was

thereby given to it as to make it long in the recitation. Upon
what other principle can we account for the lengthening of those

short ca?sural syllables that occur so frequently in the Iliad and

Odyssey ? f It is not from their occurrence in any particular

places, for they are to be found at the commencement of almost

every foot. If it be said that it is in consequence of the pause,
I may be allowed to ask, upon what principle does that pause

depend ? It is not because they terminate particular words that

they are made long, but because they form the first syllable of

a foot, which, in consequence, whether at the end, at the be-

ginning, or in the middle of a word, must be pronounced equal
in length to a syllable naturally long, to preserve the harmony
of the verse. It affords an argument that Homer's verse was

constructed upon the principle of open sounds, as he might, like

the Attic poets, have rendered short syllables long by position.

With what particular cadence and accent Hexameter verse was

chaunted or recited, we can never learn. It was certainly not

monotonous, but required the sounds to be so regulated as,

consistently with the nature of the feet, would make them most

agreeable to the ear ; and this, I apprehend, could only be done

* See vi. Of Metres.

j* One of the causes ascribed by Clarke, ia his note on v. 51 of the first book, for

lengthening csesural syllables, is on account of the word following having the aspirate,

which, says he, was often pronounced as a consonant, or as the JEolic digamma ; thus, in

the noted line, At^o7os ri ftat iffcrt, tp'ite ixvgl, $twos <n. iii. 172.
w|

- w w|
-

He proposes to pronounce the caesural syllables <p/A.s<p<p Ixvgl V luv'os, &c. Heyne
echoes nearly the same sentiments. If this can be said to account for the structure of

the verse, any thing is admissible. If the aspirate had such a power in words purely

Greek, we might reasonably suppose that in those Latin words formed from the Greek,

which substituted an h for the aspirate, that letter would have the power of a consonant

in supporting short vowels. That this, however, never happens, but that H is merely a

vowel sound, and never sustains a vowel or a short syllable, is known to every scholar.

To pa TOT IK ^JjAoro, &c. II. xvi. 228.

u To fa" says Clarke,
"

pronuntiabatur ropp'a, quomodo et nonnulli scripserunt."
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by giving a particular tone to the first syllable of every foot.

Upon this principle depends the lengthening of all short csosural

syllables. Upon it also depends the lengthening of many short

syllables, both at the beginning and in the middle of words a

circumstance which has perplexed grammarians exceedingly, and

obliged them to have recourse to expedients to support the

metre, to the injury of the orthography of the language.* To
establish this principle it will be necessary to adduce several

examples. It is well known to every one acquainted with the

Poems of Homer, that many syllables, naturally short, form the

first both of Dactyls and Spondees ; that, wherever the succeed-

ing consonant could be doubled, or the vowel transformed into

its own diphthong, this method was adopted by his Editors ;

while in other words that would not admit of such an expe-

dient, the syllable was considered by them long by poetic license.

Surely it might have been supposed that Homer would not have

so far violated the orthography or regular structure of the lan-

guage, as to double consonants at one tune, for the sake of his

verse, while, at other times, he left the vowels unsupported by

any such props. In the first book of the Iliad, 1. 14, we have

an example, and a very strong one, in corroboration of the prin-

ciple I have laid down

*
Elocution," says Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

" in prose, never violates the times

either of a noun or verb, nor changes them. But such as it receives the syllables from

nature, both the short and the long, such it preserves them. Rhythm and music, on the

contrary, change them, shortening and lengthening at pleasure, so that often they become

the reverse. For musical composition adjusts not the times to the syllables, but the syl-

lables to the times." Pp. 78, 80. UPTON.

It happens," says Quinctilian,
" that the structure of the verse alters the accent; as,

Pecudes pictaeque volucres :

for I must read volucres with an acute tone upon the middle syllable : because, though

it is short by nature, yet by position it is long, that it may not make an iambic, which

the heroic verse admits not."

Innumerable instances occur in the older English Poets, of the change of accent and

quantity in different words occasioned by the nature of the verse, in order that the rhythm

and harmony may be preserved. Thus Milton, Samson Agonistes, v. 694

To dogs andfords a prey, or else captured.

Yet once more, O ye Laurels, and Snce more. Lycidas I.

Or, loith obscure wing. Paradise Lost, B. II. v. 152.

Had falsely thrust upon contrary feet. Shakspeare, King John, Act I V. Sn-iu- '..

Both they and ice perusing o'er these notes,

May know tvhercfore we took the sacrament. Act V. Scene 3.

By nature honest, by experience ivise ;

Healthy by temperance and by exercise. Pope's Letter to Dr. Arbuthnoft.
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In this line the A of 'A^XXwi/og is long, as well as in v.v. 21, 36,
as being the first of the foot. How else could it possibly be

long, since it is short in several other examples, such as the fol-

lowing, and is supported by a single consonant only ? 1. 43.

See also v.v. 64, 72, 75, &c. This word, as Heyne observes,
does not appear to have had the it doubled in any manuscript
or edition of Homer with which he was acquainted, and must
therefore be considered as having the A lengthened when the

first syllable of the foot, upon the principle I have laid down, or

upon the unsatisfactory dogma of poetical license. The noted

line in //. V. 455 "Age$9 "Ags$, /3goroXo/yg, /J,iai<p6ve9

can be explained on the same principle only. It will not, I pre-

sume, be contended that the g is ever doubled in "Agyg, or that

even in this example it retards the sound : for if it did so in the

first, why not in the other ? The A in the former is made long,

as being the first syllable of the foot, and requiring the length-
ened tone : in the latter, it is the last syllable of the Dactyl,
and consequently short, as it naturally is. So also Theocritus,

Idytt. vi. 19, ra w TiaXa xaXa <rtyavrau. In the following line,

//. iv. 338, the e of vie can have no support from the next word

by doubling the consonant, as this was never supposed to take

place in a proper name :

How is it that the / in Ip/Xaro, //. v. 61, is long, when the same

syllable in p/Xog and <piXsu is short? Eustathius, as Clarke in-

forms us, derives it from p/X^/, but he does not inform us why
the antepenult in that word is long. Clarke's own account is

just as unsatisfactory as can well be imagined, and depends

upon no one principle drawn from the particular tenses he has

specified in his note upon 1. 338 of the first book of the Iliad.

The / in this verb, whether it may be considered the imperfect

middle of p/Xj/a,/, or the first aorist, by a syncope for Jp/X?j<raro,

is always short, except when it forms, as here, the first syllable

of the foot. What, it may be asked, is the quantity of the

penult of p/Xoj? Those who have founded their notions of

metrical quantity upon the study of the Attic poets, would an-

swer, without hesitation,
"
Always short ;" and yet, in several
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verses of Homer, by no critic supposed to be spurious, the

quantity is long ; thus,

/ta<r/yvjrg, ^dvarov i/y roi ogxl srapvov. II. iv. Ir55.

xarf/yvqre, <rt)gyo
di/ggog //. xxi. 308.

Bog'sqg xai
Zs<pvgo$ //. ix. 5.

As a farther illustration, I may adduce such words as

lgia/Jtifygy &c.
; thus,

1L xvi. 252.
- i- *

i

Zsug ttsKy rcXltfa/, %$ dQdvaroi Ssol aXXo/. II. xviii. 116.

IlgVrara/ di/i/lpgXos Xswri, d" evifafyoptv aiy\rt
. Odyss. vi. 45.

Ka/ rcis //,sv sVrap/a irdvra dis/Aoigaro dorf^uv. Odyss. xiv. 434.
v|- ww|- w W |-

-
|

In a note upon line 398 of the first book of the Iliad, Clarke

has the following observations :
" In vocum quarundam plus-

quam trisyllabarum pede priori apud Grsecos, presertim cum

syllabae primas vocalis sit w vel /, adeo parum in pronuntiando

tribrachyn inter dactylumque interest, ut uterque potuerit legi-

time usurpari." If in the pronunciation of the first three syl-

lables of dOdvaros, there was little difference between a tribrach

and a dactyl, why should Homer not have freely admitted the

former into his verse ? It was by the pronunciation that the

harmony of it was felt ; and we may rest assured, that no such

pronunciation as a tribrach admits could possibly have been

allowed. 'AQdvaro$ occurs frequently in almost every book of the

Iliad, with the first syllable long : not by position, it is evident :

nor being naturally so ;
for the privative a is always short : but

because it is the first syllable of the foot, and requires the

lengthened tone. TigiafLi&vis
and the others have the first syllable

lengthened for tne same reason. Why do we also find the / of

did sometimes long ;
for Homer surely could easily have placed

such a word in the line so as to preserve the natural quantity

of the syllable ?

A/a {ASV dffvidog %\Qs tpativris ogi{Aov s'y^og,
v W I

Ka/ did ugwo$. //. iii. 357. See also //. iv. 357.

a<f>a^6v rs, xat aXotpov' 77. X. 258.
v|- w *| - v w

g/$ ds di6avre$ dffiffvfAzQ' aurag. Odyss. ix. 396.
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To these examples I shall add several others, to establish the

rule beyond even the possibility of a doubt. The antepenulti-

mate s of ivsidr) is long in the two following instances :

'Effsidn rbv 5' avdpa %so} //. xxii. 379.
- -I- -i

'Eireidfi v5jag re II. xxiii. 2. So also Odyss. viii. 452.
- -i- -i

Hagsiff&v} aya&T] ds ffagaitpaffig
II. XV. 404.

_ -
i

-
i

Zetpvgir) ffvsiovffa ra ,usv <pvsi, aXXa ds ffsaffsi. Odyss. vii. 119.
- w w|- -

|

The a of aogi is sometimes long, sometimes short ; but long

only when the first syllable of the foot. It is short in //. xi. 240.

Ssratftfaro* rbv d' aopi <7rX5j|:' auysva,
- , ., - J

,

In //. x. 484, it is long, "Aogi Seivofjj'ewv'

So also in &vty, the a is long, only when it forms the first syl-

lable of the foot ; thus, II. ii. 1.

JAM pa Qsol ri xa,i avspss i

-
S

wh w| - v -
|

gtfrs, <piXoi
//. XV. 487.

- w w
|

- w w
|

rbv 5' fKravs Aa6avo? &v. II. ii. 701.

ag atifttd'
egeide, xogvs Koguv, av'sgce,

d' dvqg Id. xvi. 215.
- w w| - -

See also //. ii. 553, 701, &c.; xvii. 164. But in //. i. 287, it is

short AXX' o5' avfy sdstei .

The M in u5wg, and in the oblique cases undergoes the same

variation of quantity, and for the same reason. It is long in //.

ii. 755 ; thus,

"Opxov 'yap dswov 2ruy& vdarog effnv d-Troggwg. So also in 752.

But in //. vii. 425 it is short: 'AXX' Uan vifyvres. See xvi. 229.

'Ei> 6' dpj u3wg exjeaV II. xviii. 347. Segptro ft vdug. Id.

348. See also 349.

The u of ^uyccrjjg and its oblique cases is also varied. It is

long in //. xxi. 504

'H ftsv ro%a XaZovffa <7rd\iv nh Swyarsgoe vjg. See //. V. 371.
- V

|

In 1. 85 of the same book it is short

Tstvaro Aao&fy, ^uyarjg "AXrao ysgovrog. See //. i. 13 ; xxi. 85.
-"-i -""i- - -i

In Mvapai the v is Ions;, in Odyss. i. 276.
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See also b. xi. 413. But it is short in //. iii. 236 :

Ao/w d' ou dvvafAoii td'stiv xoff/Aqros Xuuv. See b. viii. 299.

The antepenult of aefdu is long in Odyss, xvii. 519 :

'Aeidst dsdaug tve
/ftegoevra (SgoroTai.

Short in the following line :

ToD 5' ciftorov /^s/^da,ffiv axove/tsv O-TTTOT-' asidri. Odyss. xvii. 520.

In"A'ido$ the is long in II. iii. 322: dwat 86/u,ov "Ai'dos t'/<tu.

v w
I

- - v
I

- -

But in Odyss. x. 502, it is short: "E/'C "A/dog 6' ouffw r/$ .

V W
|

In /s^s the / is /owg in //. viii. 66 :

q/tag .

- W V
|

W W
I

In 11. x. 56, it is short :

ispbv rsXog .

- -- W W|- W\|

In "opev the / is long in //. ii. 440 ; short in //. vi. 526.

The / of /V?j/a,/ is long in //. xxiii. 312
; short in //. vi. 151.

The penult of op/g is long in //. xii. 208 ; thus,

5ov a/'oXoi/ b'/v.

"
Duplicata litera offpi v legendum pridem monuit doctior

grammaticis Josephus Scaliger ad Eusebium." p. 119. So Her-

mann,
" De Ratione Emend. Gramm." !!!

Let us now inquire whether any proof can be adduced of

syllables, naturally short, being lengthened in the middle of

words. Several examples of this kind may also be found to

corroborate this rule. Thus the penult of XOV/TJ is long in //. ii.

150 : N^jag JffgrfffgiWro* rtoduv 6'
uffgi/gg0g XOI//TJ.

But in II. v. 75, it is short :

d' Iv xowj, xj'u^oi/ 5' s'Ag

In the following the o of the proposition M in composition is

lengthened, which could not be by the insertion of the di-

gamma :

Xawi/. //. xix. 35.

'

AvrofAsdovra ^owg ^euyvi/^g/ ai/wyg. J7. xvi. 145.
- UW |-' U |- -| -V, U|--

gWga ^utTgro. //. XV. 120.

Tliere cannot be a stronger proof of the force of this rule than

G
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in these two examples of guyvu/*g>/a/ : the latter retaining the

usual quantity of the antepenult ; the former requiring it to be

long, from its position in the verse.

The penultimate of 0X0^ is long in the following verse, //.

xxii. 5 :

"Exroga d' aurou fttTvcu 0X03} Mo/g' sK'tfytitv short in //. ix. 305.

The / of #/a, esca, is always long when the first of the foot :

always short when the second or third ; thus, II. xiii. 103

0Guwv, crogSaX/wv rg, Xvxuv r %'ia -rgXovra/.

So also in Odyss. ii. 289, 410. It is short in Odyss. iv. 363

Ka/ vv xtv %'ia wdvra, xarscpdiro . See Odyss. xii. 329.
v

J -vw|

In the patronymic Kgow'wv there is a diversity in the quantity
of the same vowel on the principle stated :

or gp7j<T0a xeXaivsp'si Kgoviuvi. II. i. 397.
(
- w w

I
- - w|

- v v|- v|--
;

't'dqr a/' x' {^tt/v vwzg6%f) %tigot, Kgoviuv. II. iv. 249.

'

oux ai/ gVwys Kpov/ovog a<r<rov 'tnoiwv. IL xiv. 247.
|-vv|

It will be observed, that when the / is long, the penult in the

oblique cases becomes short ; when it is short, the long vowel is

retained. The same ratio is observed in the participle /JM/*<X,US ;

thus, II. xiii. 46, irpodeori, /Mpawrt xai aurw ; but 1. 197,
v| -

|

- -

"ij&Spiov aur* A/'avrg, ///g/^aorg ^oug/5o aX?c5j.
- w| - -|- v vl-ww|

The quantity of the / of ^&i^i is also varied according to its

position in the verse ; thus, II. xiii. 116

g/ 3' ouxgr/ xaXa ///g^/grg !^oup/5o aXx^g. See avi^i, II. v.

880, where the / is short; but in //. xxii. 80, it is long. In

//. xiii. 234, it is short, sxuv I^&'^GI /a-a^g^a/. See aXuw, Odyss.

ix. 398 ;
//. v. 352. The u of the proposition in (swifts is long

in the following line, Odyss. ix. 74 :

"EvQa Bvu vuxrag, dvo r ^aara, tfuvg^gg a/g/.

TaDra xg ro/ rgXgtfg/g ^agraX^avr/ p^oXo/o. //. IX. 299. See 261.
w wl wwl-v v| l-w w

|

- -

In Odyss. xix. 113, the a of Ta^s/ is lengthened ; thus,

Tixrzi 5' gj&wreda /A^Xa, ^c6Xa<rtfa 5g Ta^xg/ 'X^f-
_ w

I

- v v
I

This line has been quoted by Plato in his Eesp. ii. 5, in
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which the true reading, viz. rfar*i and lengffl is preserved. In
1. 109, there is evidently a corruption of the text by some igno-
rant transcriber, to remedy, as he probably thought, the metre.

The line runs thus,

"flffrs rvu % Satf/XJjos
1

CC/AU/AOVOS, og ri
^fOtfdi)?*,

There is no contrast stated to a<r/xSjo apv/tovo$9 as might have

been expected from the particle #. The line, I have no doubt,

originally stood, "n<rre reo a<r/X5jos afAvpovos rso is frequently

employed by Homer for nvog. Thus, Odyss. xvi. 305, xai xe rso

d/iwwv avdguv zri KsigqQsfazv. See //. ii. 225.

In innumerable instances in Homer and the other Epic Poets,

the correct orthography of the language has been violated by

ignorant editors and transcribers, chiefly by changing o into its

own dipthong ou, and doubling <r and u in some of the tenses of

verbs, and G in the dative plural of nouns and adjectives of the

third declension. In this manner, new forms have been given
to words under the sanction of poetical license, which I firmly

believe no poet wrould have ventured upon, and which, I am

confident, never existed in Homer's time. They took their ori-

gin from an incorrect pronunciation of the words, arising from

a total ignorance of this principle of Homer's versification.

What I think will put this matter almost beyond a doubt is,

that these consonants are seldom doubled except after short

vowels, forming the first syllables of Dactyls or Spondees.

The word "oXu^crog occurs often with the first syllable short, as

it naturally is ; thus, 11. i. 420,

But in lines 425, 499, the O is changed into its own diphthong
to make the syllable long; thus,

Audsxdrr, ds roi aZ&tg shevffsrai

In both these lines, and in every other where the diphthong is

substituted for the short vowel, the syllable is the first of the

foot, and must have been made long by the tone given to it in

the pronunciation, without the aid of the diphthong. If we also

consider that neither the long vowels, nor perhaps the diphthongs,

were in existence in the time of Homer, it will be evident that.

in instances of this kind, and others already mentioned, a length-

ened tone was merely given to the short vowel. The same

innovation has been made upon the compounds of -roXi); as TOU-
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&c. But the same principle applies to

these long compounds with three or four short syllables, as to

Mvaros, Hgtaftidys, &c.* I believe that I may assert, that in the

greater number of instances where the diphthong is substituted

for the short vowel, the syllable is the first of the foot,j The

same remarks hold good respecting O&XO/MI/JJV, the first word in

the second line of the first book of the Iliad ; which ought to

be oXo/t'evqv, as in the following line, 1248 of the Medea of Eu-

ripides : "Idsre rav oXo^ivav.

But the greatest injury to Homer's language has been occa-

sioned by the doubling of consonants, particularly the a in some

tenses of verbs, and in the dative plural of nouns, &c. of the

third declension. In almost every instance these consonants,

as already stated, have been doubled after syllables forming the

first of a foot. It is well known that the future and first aorist

of several pure verbs had the penult short; as, xaXew, f. xaXiVw.

1 a. JxaXgffa. reXsw, f. rgXsVw. 1. a. IreXstfa, &c. In many in-

stances the penult of these tenses is made long by doubling the

<r, in violation of the orthography of the language, in order that

the syllable might be long by position ; thus, II. xix. 22.

"Egy' ffAtv d&avdruv, f^rjds Sgorbv avdga,

In this line, why could not the penult of rsXsoa/, the correct or-

thography, be lengthened equally with the first a of ddavdruv ?

They both occupy the same position in the foot. In Odyss. ii.

348, the sigma is doubled in xaXiVa; (xaXgVtfa^.) It holds the

same position in the verse as reX'stou above:

Tqv TOTS TqXe{j,a%o$ irgoffstp'/i ^aXa/^ovfo xaXefftias.

But in //. xix. 34, the same participle is found with the penult

short, as being the last syllable of a dactyl.

tiuy tic, ayowv xaXeVag qpuac, 'Aya/oi)g.
-

Those who have paid attention to the structure of the Greek

* When long words occur, chiefly proper names and patronymics, consisting of three

or four short syllables, the same principle is followed in Latin Hexameter verse ; thus,

the i of Priamus is short in JEneid ii. 533, Hie Priamus, . But in JEneid iii. 295,
ww

|

the same letter in the Patronymic Priamiden is long; thus, Priamiden Helenum
-

I

Graias regnare per ufbes.

*)
I do not mean to assert that the diphthong was never used for the short vowel. The

language of Herodotus shows the contrary. But this appears to me to have arisen from

a peculiarity in the pronunciation of the Ionic dialect in the time of that historian.
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language must have observed how carefully the Greeks avoided

the hissing sound of the sigma whenever it was possible for

them to do it. They either omitted it altogether in the pro-

nunciation, or changed it into some other letter, frequently into

/. Thus, what originally was Itpl (whence the Latin esuw) be-

came e/>/ : what was c-iVo, became geTo
; vug, whence the Latin

nos, became vui; and so in many other instances. In the forma-

tion of the comparatives and superlatives of various adjectives,

they omitted it altogether, and gave an increased time to the

vowel preceding, in order that too many short syllables might
not occur in the word. Thus, (poGtfa, comp. po&gwrsgog, superl.

poCggwraroj ; %aXg<7og, comp. ^aXgcrwrggoj, superl. p^aXgcroGraroc. In

both these examples the retention of the sigma would have made
the antepenult long by position : <poG6g6aregog, <poegograrog. But that

was not done
; evidently to avoid the disagreeable sound of that

letter before a consonant. For the same reason, I apprehend,

they never pronounced xaXgVag (xaXgctfas), nor rtX'eaai (rgXgVtfa/)

with a double sigma, but gave an increased time to the short

VOWel, xaX'sgag, rgXstfa/, &c.

I have always been of opinion that the cases of nouns in the

plural were all formed from their respective cases in the singular

by the duplication of the pronoun forming the inflections of the

noun ; thus, aurty nom. pi. gour^-eg. Latin, servator, now. pi.

servator-es. English, watch, pi. watch -es ; glass, /;/. glass- es.

The pronoun here subjoined is the same as the Latin is, which,

from the form of the genitive ejus, and the dative ei, must have

been in the nominative also es. But the old dative seems to

have been esi, then ei. Also from is came ibi, used adverbially;

the b having come in place of the s. If, then, the dative sin-

gular was esi, or in Greek <r/, there could be no duplication of

the sigma when appended to the dative singular to form the da-

tive plural. The dative singular of gurvig w
ras originally gurqgei,

then aurqgi. The dative plural, by elision of the /, gurqgsgi, not

currio- tggi. In //. xvi. 637, the dative plural of g/pog and gy%o

is, J/^gtf/
and gy^gcv vuggop'svuv /'pgtf/

rs xai sy%tgiv a^piyvoigiv', but

in 1. 639, the dative plural of CgXog is gXig<rcv "Eyw, lit& &>.**/,

// a/'/^ar/, xai Koviriciv. In the former example, the penult of /-

<peti
and sy% tf/ ig tne tmr(* syllable of the foot, and therefore the

g could not be doubled ;
in the latter, the penult of CeX<r<r/ is the
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first. The sigma has therefore been doubled to make the syl-

lable long by position, thereby violating the correct orthography.
These examples will be sufficient to show that the sigma was

never doubled originally in the dative plural, but that it was

afterwards done by ignorant prosodians to make the foot long

by position. Hence Wmsisi ought to be l-rgg*/. In Homer it is

often gVgov. See //. i. 77, 150, 211 ; //. ii. 73, &c.

I have already stated that the original formation of the

tenses of verbs affords no countenance for doubling * or p. In

almost every case the syllable preceding is the first of the

foot, and must therefore be pronounced long, independent of

any consonant whatever. A few examples will be sufficient to

prove this. Thus, II. i. 54,

Trj dexdrq 6' ayopqvde '/.a,\<s(<s)aro Xabv 'Ay/AAgug.*
- M V

1
- V, v|

- V W
|
- V V, |

'Og fidy)
rot, r loi/ra, rd r

B(f(ff)ojj,eva
. 1. 70.

--I-- (- |
- -w|

'Eg Xgutrtji/*
TOTS xsv {JMV /Aatf^a/Agvo/ fffTTidoi/Aev. 1. 100.

-|- ww|- W|- V/w|

"fig <pdro' rbv ds yeguv qydfffyuro. H. iii. 181.
w| - w "I--I-

ds xs vixqff?), 1. 71.
|

xaxuv svs o<fda, Ua$. 1. 57.

ye Kdeipa, tfaw'iov
e/j,(fjJ)evai

iWwv. //. iv. 142.

*
I have examined the whole of the 9th Book of the Iliad, and I have found three ex-

amples only of the second syllable of the foot requiring a double sigma. In line 426,

"Ply vuv iQaao-ffuvro, lutu etvoftwiffavros, the ratioof the timerequires the imperfect tenser
- - I- -

I

not the aorist, viz.Hv vuv iQgd^ovTo Iftiv . The next is in 1. 636,

and the last, line 674, Kt7vos y ovx \6fatt tr&ffffar %oXov, which may be remedied by the

--I - wv|- -|- wv
insertion of the possessive pronoun, Ki7vos y ovx, \6i\u a&ffau ov %oXov. The digamma--- |-w|- ww|-
tists will no doubt object to this emendation. In Homer, the future of pa.xopa.i has the

long vowel frequently in the antepenult, sciL ^tx.^ao[/.a.^ But in every place where the

future occurs the antepenult is the/rs syllable of the foot. The <r is doubled with the

short vowel preceding it in II. iii. 290, and 77. xix. 157 : T<y<n puxiffffopivoo;- The

ff is also frequently doubled in the first aorist; as, II. ii. 377. Ka< ycto \yuv 'A%tXtu; re.

. See II. xiii. 118, &c. In other places where the antepenult is the

third syllable of the foot, there is only one sigma; as, II. vi. 329. "Atrru ro$ 0.^1-
- V W

|
- w

^E^S- <ru ^ ay u,a,-)/tffot.io xa.} XX<w . . See II. iii. 433, v. 496, &c. In every case the
W|-W W| - w|.w |

_ -'

short vowel should be retained, and only one sigma employed ; and thus the inconsis-

tency of lengthening the vowel in some instances, and doubling the sigma in others,

would be avoided.
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A/ xs <r' ucro5(5)g/<ram aToV^wi/ra/ voXs/Aoio. II. xviii. 199.

"E/j,(fj,)svaf ovd'e s
<py{Ai

i

'7rods<f(<f)i ys oJai xiovra. Id. xvii. 27.
|

- v -I - w
I

- w w
I

In the following line, the double
/a, is inadmissible. //. xvi.

493 : Atx{j,r}r7]v
r sft&vai, xai

When it forms the first syllable of a foot the
//, is always

doubled:* but the v in dv^ might be doubled with as much pro-

priety when av is the first of the foot.

'Avsgi g/Va/^gvog Kixovuv //. xvii. 73.

The same rules will be found to apply to Hesiod's verse, and

to the correction of many errors in it as well as in Homer's.

Theyz/?^ rule is "A syllable naturally short, when it hap-

pens to be the caesura, is, for the same reason, made long, f

This will require very little illustration and few examples to

establish it, since it depends upon the same principle as stated in

the preceding rule. In the following line we have two instances

of short csesural syllables lengthened from their position:

*H ds /Asya idvouffa, d-Tro so xaCaXsv y/ov. II. V. 343.
- V Wl - MVI - W w|- W|

* The common form of the infinitive, abbreviated from the original, is a sufficient

proof that only one ^ was at first used : IfUttu, by the elision of the ^, became SIVKI, and

then by contraction, &iva,i. So also Saliva/, ^otvou, ^ouvou.

f The same rule holds in a variety of instances, in Latin Hexameter verse, where we

find syllables naturally short, and unsupported by any consonants, made long by forming
the first of a foot. That they do not occur so often in Latin as in Greek, is owing to

the greater number of consonants in the former. The following examples will serve to

illustrate the general principle :

Muneribus; tibi pampineo gravidus autumno. Virg* Geor. ii. 5.

Hie, latus niveum molli fultus hyacintho. Eel. vi. 53.

Omnia vincit amor : et nos cedamus amori. Eel. x. 69.

Tune sic Mercurium alloquitur ac talia mandat. Virg. jEn. iv. 222.

Perrupit Acheronta Herculeus labor. Horat. i. 3, 36.
- - |- w v

|

Dona dehinc auro gravia sectoque elephanto. &n. iii. 464.

Confisus periit admirandisque lacertis. Juven. x. 11.

Alta tepefaclet permixta flumina ctede. Catul. Ixiv. 361.

The pe in tepefacio is short in Ixviii. 29.

In the following Pentameter line the que in liguefaciens is made long:

Omentum in flamma pingue liquefaeiens. Id. xc. 6.

Crassaque conveniant liquidis et liquida crassis. Lucret. iv. 1256.
w w

|
- -

1

- w w
|

Qui clypeo, galeaque Macedoniaque Sarissa. Ovid. Met. xii. 466.
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No doubt the supporters of the digamma say that the line

should be thus represented:- 'H bs ft'sya Fid^ovaa airb Feo. But

unless they can prove that the digamma had the power of a

double consonant, its insertion here will little avail them to

lengthen these caesura! syllables :

"EXsvog, oJuvoiroXuv ov' apiffrog. II. vi. 76.
V|- -|

iy %CLgi

<

>
ofJ>'evn voffii w. II. V. 71.

II. xii. 456.

See 459, 462, &c.

In many instances the v has been interposed unnecessarily

before another consonant, to make the syllable long by position,

as in //. xii. 30, A&a 3* foo/qdi^) -Trag' ayaggoov .

w|--|- - -I
'

I quote the following for the purpose of proposing an emen-

dation on the common reading. //. vi. 64 :

Ovra Kara Xawdgqv' 6 6' avergdysr' 'Argtidqs ds.
- v

I

- w|

oura cannot possibly be the imperfect of ovrdu ; nor is it very
reasonable to suppose that it is the first aorist of durw, by
an apocope for ouratrs, as Clarke imagines, if we may judge
from the following expressions :

" Recte observarunt gramma-
tici, vocabulum ovra nullo modo ex ouraw cliduci posse, (inde

enim fit Sra penultima necessario producta); sed ex oura^w, ou-

Taffu, ovra." Heyne, on the other hand, supposes it to be the

imperfect of our?;//,/, viz. ovra for ovrv), as xarsxra for jcarsxr^.

But I imagine the a of xar&Kra cannot be short. The only ex-

ample I know where the vowel is short is in II. xv. 432 :

Not/'', Itfg/ avdga Kar'sxra Ku^^o/tf/ ^aQsoufi.

In every other place where it is found, it is always the last

word in the line, and should, I apprehend, obtain that situa-

tion in the above verse.

Na?"', stfe} avbpa Ku^fo/ov Ya&soidi xarenra.

It is well known that Homer frequently united the proposition
Kara with the following verb, if it began with X, y, , or -r, as

in //. xii. 92 : xaXX/Tsv, for KarsXinev ; xaXXg/'-vJ/w, for xaraXg/'-^w,

Odyss. xiii. 208 ;
?caaXgv for Kar&ZaXev, II. v. 343 ; xa-T^trov for

KarsKWov, II. i. 593 ; Kayyovv for narayovv, II. XX. 458. Might not

the proposition have been united with the noun Xa^d^v also, and
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so have formed an adverbial expression ? Instances of a similar

kind are not uncommon ; and there are authorities from ancient

MSS. for the reading proposed. Thus at //. xiv. 517, where the

common reading is the same as in //. vi. 64. Heyne found ouraee

xaXXuvagqv,
" Sch. A. et Ven. ipse cum ed. Rom. utrumque ag~

noscit, Eustath. similiter supra 447." Ovra occurs, 11. xx. 455,
oura Kar ai%gva, which might be ouratfgv ai^iva, the proposition

being understood. In 1. 472, ovra nugeusras should probably be

ouTaffi rtagarag, as in //. X. 157, Toi/ Ta^rfrag avi/g/gs. In the fol-

lowing line, //. v. 376, where the same verb occurs, the verse,

I imagine, may be amended and improved by the single transpo-
sition of the pronoun /o-e. The common reading is,

Qvrd /AS Tvd'sog, u/'^

It is natural to suppose that Venus, when smarting under the

wound inflicted by Diomede, would thus reply to the question of

her mother, Dione,

M' ouratfg Tvdsog uibg, .

The sixth rule is
" The Conjunction xai is very seldom the

first syllable of a foot before a word beginning either with a

vowel or a diphthong."

In a few places, both in the Iliad and the Odyssey, xai is the

first syllable of the foot before the pronoun o/, as in //. xii. 350,

Ka/ 01 Ttvxgog a//,' i^sffdu. The supporters of the digamma read
-

\

xai FOI See 363, 371. I was formerly of opinion that xai could

not stand as the first syllable of a foot before the next word

beginning with a vowel or a diphthong ; but, as I have found

several examples to the contrary, I am now inclined to modify

that opinion.

The seventh rule is
" The Diphthong in the Ionic genitive

in 010 is always the first syllable of a Dactyl, unless at the end

of the line:'

I have found one exception to this rule in //. ix. 126. o\>8e

xev axryuw spirtpoio ypvtoTo. There may be more, but I am not
,

- -
i

- ?t--i-
v
-i--

aware of them.

These rules will, I imagine, apply to the structure of Homer's
H
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versification both in the Iliad and Odyssey, with a few exceptions.

It could not be supposed, considering the manner in which Ho-

mer's Poems were transmitted from one generation to another

in the early period of Grecian history, chiefly by oral recitations,

that a number of deviations from general rules, which it is

evident he observed, should not occur. It would be a miracle

if they did not. All that can be expected is to ascertain these

general rules by the induction of numerous examples, and leave

the deviations from them to be amended by the rules of criticism

applicable to Homer's language and versification, and from read-

ings to be found in some of the more ancient copies. We cannot

be certain whether what are called interpolations by certain

critics are so in reality, except when chronology is violated, and

statements made of what it might be presumed Homer was ig-

norant. But such are very rare. If then, the laws I have laid

down be correct, more consistency will be found in the language
of the Father of Poetry it will be more in conformity with its

acknowledged grammatical structure, than as exhibited by his

Editors and much of that uncertainty and contradiction which

seem to attach to his versification, will disappear.



DISSERTATION II.

ON METRICAL TIME

IN

IAMBIC, TROCHAIC, AND ANAPAESTIC VERSE.

IN the preceding observations upon Homer's Versification, I

hope I have established the principle to the satisfaction of every

unprejudiced mind, that the nature of Hexameter verse allowed

the Poet to lengthen a short syllable when it happened to be

the first of a foot. This must be evident from the numerous

examples produced, and others that are to be found in almost

every page of the Iliad and Odyssey. It appeared to me, upon

extending my inquiries into other kinds of verse, that a similar

principle, founded upon the laws of harmony, pervaded all

poetry both ancient and modern, and that it would account for

a number of anomalies in the versification of the Greek Tragic
and Comic Poets. In the following Dissertation I have confined

my observations to Iambic, Trochaic, and Anapcestic verse,

and have endeavoured to show, by a number of examples, that

the rules generally received respecting the power of mutes and

liquids are extremely vague and imperfect, and depend upon no

settled principle. As HEXAMETER verse necessarily requires a

lengthened tone upon the first syllable of every foot, so also

in IAMBIC verse, the last of an Iambus, Spondceus, and Ana-

pcBst, and the first of a Dactyl, require a lengthened tone

in the recitation to preserve the harmony of the verse. In

TROCHAIC verse, the lengthened tone is given to the first of a

Trochceus, a Spondceus, and a Dactyl, and to the last of an

Anapcest. In ANAPJESTIC verse, it is given to the last of

an Anapcest, and the first of a Dactyl.* These rules, differ-

*
According to Dawes, in his Miscellanea Critica, 5, the Ictus, in Iambic verse,

falls upou the middle of a Tribrach and a Dactyl : in Trochaic, upon the first of a

Tribrach and Anapaest: and in Anapivstic, upon the penultimate of a Party] ami
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ing in some respects from those which Dawes laid down in

his Miscellanea Critica, have been generally recognised as far

as they apply to syllables naturally long ; but their application

to short vowels preceding certain mutes and liquids, and even

before single consonants, has never, so far as I know, been

properly ascertained. No critic before Dawes' time appears to

have established any rules respecting the power of the Ictus

Metricus, or the practice of the Attic poets in lengthening and

shortening vowels before particular mutes and liquids. As the

science of Prosody was not so well understood in his time as

in the present day, we need not be surprised that hi some re-

spects his rules were incorrect, being founded upon no general

principles, but merely upon what appeared to him to be the

uniform practice of the Attic poets. We might, however, have

expected something more definite and precise from those who
succeeded him, and not merely a number of deviations pointed

out, which seem to unsettle every thing previously established.

His two rules respecting the position of short vowels before

mutes and liquids, I shall give in his own words:

I. Vocalis brevis ante vel tenues, quas vacant, consonanles K, %9

r, vel aspiratas, <p, -fa 6, sequente quavis liquida ; uti et ante medias

/3, y, 6, sequente g, syllabam brevern perpetuo claudit.

II. Vocalis brevis ante consonantes medias J3, 7, d, sequente qua-

vis liquida prater unicam
%, syllabam brevem nunquam terminal

sed sequentium consonarum ope longam semper constituit.

Thefirst of these rules Dawes meant to apply to the Comic

poets, the other both to the Comic and Tragic poets. Porson,

who soon perceived that Dawes' rules, though general, were

not universal, does not appear, from any remarks to be found

in his annotations, to have had distinct and correct notions of

Proceleusmaticus. If by the term Ictus Metricus be understood, the lengthened tone

given to any particular syllable, to preserve the rhythm and harmony of the verse, in

which sense I understand it, then Dawes' account of the Ictus upon these feet must, I

apprehend, be incorrect ; because it is absurd to say that the middle syllable of a Tri-

brach, or the penultimate of a Dactyl, can be pronounced with a lengthened tone. The

Tribrach, in my opinion, as consisting of three short syllables, can have no Ictus or

lengthened tone upon any one of them, nor can a Dactyl or Anapaest have the Ictus

upon any of their short syllables. Dawes, I apprehend, confounded the Ictus and the

accent together ; two things totally distinct.

The terms Ictus Metricus, Arsis, and uvaxgovtri;, as used by Hermann ' de Metrit' and

others, do not convey a correct idea of the change of quantity, by which an increased

time is given to syllables generally short. They apply to accent rather than to quantity.
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the subject. In a note on the 64th line of the Orestes of Eu-

ripides, he says,
"
Quanquam enim saepe syllabas natura breves

positione producunt Tragiei, longe libentius corripiunt, adeo ut

tria prope exempla correptarum invenias, ubi unum modo exstet

productarum. Sed hoc genus licentias, in verbis scilicet non

compositis, qualia r'exvov, crarg^, ceteris longe frequentius est.

Rarius multo syllaba producitur in verbo composito, si in ipsam

juncturam cadit, ut in mKvxgvffos, Andr. 2. Eadem parsimonia
in augmentis producendis utuntur, ut in J-7rxXw<rgi>, Sup. 12.

Hsx\r)ff0ai, Sophocl. Elect. 366. Rarior adhuc licentia est, ubi

praepositio verbo jungitur, ut in Mrgoiroi, Phoenis. 595. Sed ubi

verbum in brevem vocalem desinit, eamque duaa consonantes ex-

cipiunt, qua3 brevem manere patiantur, vix credo exempla in-

dubiae fidei inveniri posse, in quibus syllaba ista producatur."
That these observations can in general be supported by ex-

amples, admits of no doubt. Still the question recurs,
" Had

the Attic poets no principle to guide them, in lengthening or

shortening syllables terminating with certain mutes and liquids ?
"

I answer, that they certainly had; and that they acted upon a

similar principle with the Epic poets, will, I imagine, be ren-

dered indubitable from the following induction of examples.

Before, however, proceeding with the main argument, I shall

endeavour to show, from several proofs, that Porson was incor-

rect in stating,
" that in compound words, a short vowel before

a mute and a liquid was rarely lengthened,
'
si in ipsam junc-

turam caditS and that when a word ends with a short vowel

before another beginning with a mute and a liquid, scarcely a

legitimate example can be produced where it is lengthened."

The following prove the contrary : Sophocl. Elect, v. 9, Qdffxeiv

Muxyvas rag <7ro\wypvffov$ OPV. Sophocl. Electr. 1190, T/g yag c
w -|--jw-|--|w- --!

avdyxy rfjds vrgorgeirei (3goruv
m

, ^Eschyl. Pers. 222, "E/ TI <p\avgov sJde$9

a/VoD ruvd' d^ror^o^v rs\s7v. JEschyl. Prometh. V. 24,
'H <roix.iXs/{Auv i/i)

ei (pdog. Aristoph. Av. 231, tXepteOe, ^DXa /^ug/a
M -I

- -
j

-
I

- -I--I

In this last example, not only is the o of the compound

lengthened before the rg,
but the alpha of pvgiat,

the last letter of

the word, is made long before the rg of the following. To these

might be added several other examples both from the Tragic and

Comic poets. In Person's own example from the Phoenissa?, the

o of the proposition in the compound Mrgoiroi must, from its posi-
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tion, have the lengthened tone, as we find the same vowel short in

airoTPSrtti. Eurip. Orest. 404, "Zsftvai ya evwaidsvra, ft aKorg'tirsi Xsytiv.
- -| - -| . -| w M Vj V -I V -

The following show, that a short vowel at the end of a word

is frequently lengthened before a mute and a liquid. Sophocl.

CEdip. Tyr. 427, ng<mjXax/g. <ro yag oux sari* pgoruv. Eurip. Iph.
- -

I

Aul. 1609, 'A^otrdoxTjra ds Pgoro%. Sophocl. CEdip. Col. 1314,

Ao; xgarvvuv. Sophocl. Antig. 1107, Aga vvv rad' e\8uv w$ trt

aXXo/tf/
rg'sirs. Eurip. Electr. 1058,

T
Aga xXuoutfa; ^Sjrgg. Sophocl.

Aj. 1109, 'o rogo'njs sotxsv ou o>/xa pgovsfi. Erfurdt, in order that

Person's rule might not be violated, has o/Mxg&y pgov&Tv, contrary
to the general idiom of the language and the best authorities.

In the PersaB of JEschylus, both Blomfield and Elmsley read

Hegfys d' /*& o-a/g, wv vsog vsov\ pgovsT, instead of v'ea
pgovsT.

The lat-

ter, in the Heracl. of Euripides, v. 387, reads a^tK^v pgovuv, in-

stead of <r/A/xa pgovuv, the common and the genuine expression.
In almost every instance where the adverb is used to qualify

the verb, the plural form of the adjective is employed. Thus

Eurip. Med. 1126, T/pfa; pgovsTg ^sv 6g0. Id. Orest. 791, 'fig syu

di affr'sos tfg, tf/A/x^a pgovrt^uv o^Xou. Eurip. Alcest. 558,
i
- "i-

-
I

- -
1

a xXaouov &o/y0$ai ^/Xo/g. To make the last syllable of

short, editors have quite unnecessarily interposed the particle ds.

Thus, A/Vpcg&v ds vaga x. r. X.

I. In Iambic verse, the Attic poets scarcely ever lengthened
a short vowel before a mute and a liquid, with the exception
of /3X, yX, y/*, yv, dp, 8v, unless they formed the second syllable

of the foot, when the harmony of the verse required the vowel

to be pronounced with a lengthened tone. That this rule is well

founded, will, I hope, appear from the following instances.

Sophocl. Phil. 297,

AXX' sv ir&rpoiffi ir'srpov SKTP'&UV, ///oX/g.
-

|

b
-| -fw -|

* In most Editions v I^t\xvff7tx,ov is added, making \ern(v), as also in the example be-

low from Soph. Antiq. 1107 oi\\oi<rt(v). But I apprehend the Attic Poets never

used that letter before a mute and a liquid to make the syllable long. It seems to have

been inserted by modern Editors, who were ignorant of the principle 1 have endeavoured

to establish by numerous examples. A meeting of three consonants is very harsh.

*{* Dindorf reads via.
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In this example we have a difference of quantity in the same

syllable of the same word. In
crsrgo/tf/,

the vowel retains its na-

tural time before the mute and liquid ;
in rargov, on the con-

trary, it is lengthened before the same mute and liquid, because

the harmony of the verse requires in that syllable a lengthened

tone. The s in the noun tfiVXog has its quantity varied upon the

same principle ; thus, Eurip. Hecub. 432, Ko
(a/', 'o5u<r<rsD, ^\

xdpa ffs<7r\oig. Id. 999, Tlov dqra ;
'TTgVXwv svrbg i\ xgu-^aff*

w -| w -
I

See the Medea of the same Poet, v. 954, where the s is

short ;
in v. 945 it is long. The a in the oblique cases of -Trar^g

is long only when it occurs in the second syllable of the Iambic

foot
;
and the o in the noun 6VXov in the same manner ; thus,

Sophocl. Phil. 365, Ta ^' o'^rX' utfprovv rov tfargoj, rd r aXX* off* qv.

Id. 368, Tldrpw k^sff&aiy ruv 5' oVXwv xsivuv avqg' Id. 436,
W *-|v-|- -| W -|

x\og. 6g ffoi tfarpbg qv ra /Xrara. In the Patronymic \

-
i _ -

1

-
1

there is the same variation. Sophocl. Philoct. 361, 'EX0wv 'A-
-

|
w

Tgeidag rtgbg <pi\6vg ; Id. 392, Aoyog XsXsxra/ crag. 65'
'

Argsldag ffru-

7w. See lines 587-8. Sophocl. CEdip. Tyr. 2, Timg voff %g
- - 1

- -
1

Id. 13, xaroixrefguv efyav ; ^Eschyl. Prom. 91, Ka/ rbv navo-

xuxXov ?jX/OL xaXw. Sophocl. Philoct. 809, T/ <7raapoi/s a5 ;
r/ r^

-
1

uvu Xsuo-tfg/s x6?tXov; Soph. Phil. 927, Qqfiv ogetuv,
u KaraQuytc, K&-

rgai.
Id. 942,

vn ^%5j^ Tergag ^/VuXot^, . In the noun r'txvov also, the

quantity of the penult is varied ; Soph. CEdip. Tyr. v. 1,
rn r'exva,

Kadttov. Id. V. 6, 'A 'yw dixaiuv fty trap uyy'sXuv, r'sxva. In the adjec-
-I -I- -I v, -| -| w -

tive {taxfa also, Sophocl. Philoct. 307, 'Ei> rw /^a?e^ ysw/r'. Id.

492, Ka%s/0s!/ o
?
j /^o/ paxgbs s<$ Onw croXog. The s of i/gx^s is varied

- -I - -
1

- -I

in a similar way. It is short in the following ; Eurip. Hec. 393,

/a, VSXP& rs r&. See also Eurip. Suppl. 132; Alcest. 740; long
- ~

i
^

in the Hecub. 675, 'Arap rl vtxpbv rovds pot iloXu^gv>jj. See also
w -I --I*

Alcest. 732; Suppl. 118. In the compound arsxvog there is the

same variety, not only in Iambic, but also in Anapaestic verse.

Eurip. Alcest. 672. "flor* oux, oirexvog xar&avtfjv^ aXXo/c d6fj,ov. Id. 903,
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arsxvovs rs
fSgoruv. The u of the verb uCg/w is also

--I w w -
1

w u -| v w-

varied. Eurip. Orest. 430, Ouro/
^t,' uC^/^ooff ,

cSy -rro'X/g ravDi/ xXue/.
- -

|
w -|

Id. Med. 775, 'Ep/$go?bv 7raida$ rovs l/z.oug xaduSgitiai. Eurip. Alcest.

23, Ag/Va/ ///gXa^pwi/ rwi/3g 0/Xrarjv tfrgyji/. Id. 29, T/ tfi)

_ -
| -|

- -
|

. -
|

v, -| v, -|
v w -

|
- w

^o/g; See also Sophocl. Phil. 1410, 1435. JEschyl. Prometh.

32, OgQoffradqv, avvrvog. Eurip. Med. 481, 2Trg/ga/f
g<rwg jroXo-

-
|
w -

|
w-

|

crXo?co/, auVvog wv. Id. Orest. 83, 'Eycy //,gv auVvoj, vdgeftpog .

w-i -i - -vl - v -I

In the following example the tone is strongly marked upon the

SK of dvffix\vTu$. JEschyl. Prom. 60, "Agapev %ds
v*_f _|u -

rwj. Id. 67. 2u 5' au naroxvsig. Id. 271, 'EXapgoi/ otfr/g
-

i

Id. 287, Ka/ v\jv lXa>gw $ro3/
xga/Tvotfuroi'.

To these might

be added innumerable other examples.

Let us next inquire, whether this principle can be extended

to the doubtful vowels in certain words, when unsupported by
mutes and liquids. The noun iarfis has the quantity of the /

varied in different places. In the Prometh. Vinct. of ^Eschy-

lus, 386, the / is long 'OgyJjg vo6ov<f?i$ sicttv targoi Xoyo/. So also
-

I
v -I -

-I w -I- -I -

in the Ion of Euripides, v. 740, Suvexcroi/ooffa xwXov /arris ytvov.
w -I w -I v -I w -I- -I

But in the Supplices of the same Poet, v. 254, it is short AXX'

us iarriv ruvd'. So also in the Troades, v. 1224, and Hippol.
-

I I

296. It is remarkable that the A in the noun "A^% Mars, un-

dergoes the same change of quantity as in Epic poetry. Every
one is acquainted with the noted line in Homer, //. v. 455,

'Agg, /SgoroXo/yg, ^/a/>ovg, re/^gtf/fl-XTjra. In the first "Agg the

A is long, in the other it is short. The same change of quantity

is observable in the two following lines of the Seven against
Thebes of ./Eschylus. In 230 it is long Tovry ya% "Agyg (36-

- -i - -
1

<p6vw figoruv. Ill 408 it is short STagrwi/ ft an avdeuv,

It is also short in 493, -and in the 1417th

line of the Phoenissae of Euripides. The a of the adverb asi is

subject to the same variation. Porson, in a note on 1. 1164 of

the Hecuba of Euripides, remarks " Recte hujus vocis penulti-
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mam communem esse statuit Piersonus ad Mosrin, p. 231."

The a, however, is common in no other way than other short

vowels, which are lengthened when they occupy a certain situa-

tion in the verse ; thus, in the Hecuba of Eurip. 1164, the a is

long, Toiovft 6 ft ati %vvrv%uv svritirurai ; and in the Medea, 456,

Kayw ftev ag/ (3a<fi\'euv %v/j,ov{jt,ivuv. In 1. 458 of Person's edition
- -I v -I- v *|

it is short, as in manv other places, 2u $ ovx &mig puring, \tyoue
-

1
- -i- -i i -i

ag/. The following line, Porson remarks in his preface, is very

rare : "flovg
ju,ers%eiv g^gow eJ yag ruv p/Xwv. Aristoph. Plut. 345.

- -| v v -
I

The g of com requires the lengthened tone, as being the second

of a SpondsBUS.
It is well known that the a in the accusative of such words

as 07j<rgOj, 'O^gjJf, /3acr/XgOg, is sometimes short, but more fre-

quently long. Some wise critics content themselves with the

supposition, that it is lengthened by following the analogy of

the genitive in sue. If this were the case, why was not the a

changed into its own long vowel >j, in the same manner as the

o of the genitive into ? The difference of quantity must, I

apprehend, be accounted for on other principles. In the fol-

lowing lines, the a of the accusative is short : Eurip. Hecub.

870, &vv rafffds rbv eftbv povia, rifAugqffOfAai.
Id. Electr. 599, Ag^ov,

r |
v. r M |

-. v|w i | I

ri dguv av <povea rufaffAqv tfargos ; See Sophocl. Trachm. 1207 ;

-1 - W
|v

_| _ _| M _

CEdip. Col. 1055. Aristoph. Vesp. 1206, "On rbv beopia ^ccu'XXov,
W w I w wwl

uv (3obvaig 'in. The noun dgopsa, I would here consider as not

forming an Anapaest but a Tribrach, and therefore the a

retains its natural quantity. In a variety of others, the last

vowel is lengthened solely in consequence of the situation it

occupies in the foot; thus, Aristoph.^Plut. 1182, Ka/ /AgrgxaXg/
- M| V

-,

rbv hgsa' vuv ft ovde eJg. Eurip. Hippol. 1148, tto? y^ avaxra

0*j(Tga At-oXtof. Sophocl. Philoct. 361, Tbv oux g'r ovrot, Yuvr
-i--i - - -i - -i t

- -i

craX/v. See also Eurip. Androm. 1236, and 543. Virgil
w

has observed the natural quantity in the accusative of such

words, ^En. vi. 393, Accepisse lacu, nee Thesea Pirithoumque.

Id. 585,Vidi et crudeles dantem Salmonea pcenas. Words of this

description have frequently the last two vowels, which are both
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naturally short, contracted into one long syllable. Thus Eurip.
Alcest. 25, 'Isgea Savovruv. Phoeniss. 927, 2aa/ Mtvoix'ea, rovds

- -
I

- _, _ i- -|

dsT. Id. 1181, 'Ogw 8s Tvdsa xai vapaffKiffras MXVOV$. In Trochaic

verse the same vowels are contracted: Eurip. Iph. in Aul. 1341,

T/wx ds
tp'suyeif, TSKVQV. Iph. 'A^iXXsa rovd' idsTv

In a few words, particularly the adjective /o-ovoj, the Attic

poets sometimes found it necessary to adopt the Ionic form:

but this is never done in Iambic verse, unless when the penult
is the second of the foot. Thus, Soph. CEd. Tyr. 1418, ^^
XeXeivrai povvos farl tov ptaag. Cf. Soph. Col. 879, 995, Trach.
w _| _ _

|
w -

|
V, _

|
w -

276. The other Attic poets occasionally use similar lonisms.

It has been observed by several writers on Prosody, and by
the English critics in general, that a short vowel in Iambic verse

must sometimes be pronounced long before the inceptive g,

because the pronunciation of that letter seems to retard the

sound of the vowel. But several examples are to be found in

which the inceptive \ has no such power, when a short vowel

precedes it in the first syllable of the foot. There must then be

some other cause independent of the letter g
to lengthen a short

syllable when it forms the second of an Iambus, and that, I ap-

prehend, can be no other than the rhythmical time required on

that syllable. In the following examples, the vowel remains

short before the inceptive : ^Eschyl. Prometh. 738,

pav/a/tf/v sxxtpyv xfova. SophocL CEdip. Tyr. 1289, Tbv
-

I w -
|w -

1 w -
|

_

avduv av6fft\ ovdz wra ftoi. Id. 72, APWV, q ri <puvuv, rqvdt p

-|- w |w -| w
b
- -

|
w -| - -

|
- -

fffx/v. In several compound words the short vowel preceding

|,
the inceptive letter of the latter part of the compound, re-

mains short. Thus Sophocl. Aj. 134, TtXapum xaT, rqg dpfi-
w v .

i
-

1
-

;- 1

^Eschyl. S. Theb. 935, Zoa (povogvrw. II. vii. 133,
'

* In Bekker's Ed. of the Ranse of Aristophanes we find the following line, 76, E/T

oltf ^oipoxXia, #07tov OVT Efyivrfiov. Mitchell gives the same, and refers in a note to

Matthiae's Gram. 83, 3, for examples of to, being contracted into one syllable. But

these Grammarians and Editors have not adverted to this, that nouns in tvs only contract

the accusative singular in IK, as above, never, so far as I know, masculine nouns in ins,

as 2o^oxXijj. These have the accus. already contracted from ita, viz. tet, and do not

suffer a second. The line should be read, E/V ol S^oxAJa, rgT aW*
-|wv v|- w|v- |
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w 6V eV wxugow Ki\d8ovTi fj,d%ovro. In the following, the short

vowel before the inceptive g
is lengthened: Eurip. Hipp. 461,

2u 5' oux as/s^g/; p^Y #' s^ gjro/$ ga. Any person who attends at
-

|
-

|

- -| w -
|

all to the pronunciation of the feet in this verse, will at once

perceive that the iota of the proposition Icr/ is lengthened, not

in consequence of the inceptive g,
but because the harmony of

the verse requires it to be pronounced with a lengthened tone,

independent of the letter following. Sophocl. CEdip. Tyr. 847,

Tour 'itirtv j]dq roupyov sl$ S/AS PSKOV. Aristoph. Plut. 54, Oux effQ*

-|w-|--|w-|w-|w- --I
OTW 6

xpqtf/j'bf e/s rovro ptirzt See also 1. 1065; Sophocl. CEdip.
w -

|
u -|w -I - -

1
v -

Col. 900 ; Eurip. Suppl. 105 ; ^Eschyl. Prometh. 1059 ; Aristoph.
Pac. 740 ; Id. Nub. 643 ; Equites, 546. To these many other

examples could be added, plainly demonstrating, that the prac-
tice of modern editors in doubling the

g
in order to lengthen a

short vowel, not only vitiates the orthography of the language,
but is contrary to ancient usage. Thus we have

a-gg/gguroy ^66vo$

in the first line of the Philoctetes of Sophocles, though it is of

the same form as a^p/gurou of the same Poet as quoted above.

It is amusing to observe the inconsistency of the critics, in

stating roundly, that the short vowels in examples similar to

those quoted above are lengthened by the inceptive g,
while in

many compounds, the latter part of which begins with the same

letter, they uniformly double it to make the vowel long by po-
sition. What difference, I would ask, can it make upon the

quantity of the / of the proposition a^tpi, whether it is com-

pounded with gurog or not ? If it were found separate from it,

we should be told that, as in the example from the Ajax of So-

phocles, the / was lengthened by means of the inceptive g.
In

the following line from the Hecuba of Euripides, 1023, BaXXwv

7g o/Kcav rwvd" dvaggjjjw A*W^ ^ tne proposition ai/d were sepa-

rated from the future ^gw the
g
would not be doubled, and we

should be informed that the a was lengthened by the power of

the inceptive g
! In every example of a similar kind, the vowel

of the proposition, forming the first part of the compound, is

the second syllable of the Iambic foot, and takes the length-
ened tone ; and surely the protracted tone of the vowel is more

agreeable to the ear than the harsh and grating sound of the

double
g.

Another violation of the orthography of the language by mo-
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dern editors is found in such words as yi/j<ro>g<r0a, /

ava-^oftsffQa, dwygopstQa, and a variety of others. No nation, either

in ancient or modern times, paid more attention to the euphony
of their language than the Greeks, by endeavouring as far as

possible to get rid of every harsh sound, and particularly by

excluding before consonants the hissing disagreeable sound of

the sigma. Every scholar knows the ridicule which Euripides
incurred from the frequent repetition of the sigma in the fol-

lowing line of his Medea, 476, "Etuaa, <f, u$ /Vaovv 'EXX^vwv 6'<ro/.

In forming the comparatives and superlatives of several adjec-

tives, which required one of the syllables to be long, the Greeks,

instead of retaining the sigma before rsgoe and raro;, threw it

out and lengthened the preceding vowel. Thus, instead of <ro-

<p6<tTegos, they wrote and pronounced the word tfopwrg^og, instead

of poCg^oVrggo?, pogwrggo;. When a long syllable preceded the

termination in 05, they merely threw out the sigma before rt^e
and rarog without lengthening the omikron ; as, SJjXos, compar.

d?i\6regoz, superl. brfrtrarog. In other instances where the want

of the sigma would have destroyed the component part of the

word, it was retained, but the preceding consonant was either

thrown out or converted into a vowel. Thus, instead of tr&vs,

the original form of the participle of the verb tfr^/, and of the

Latin sto, the Greeks threw out the v and pronounced it <rrde.

The form of the nominative of this participle appears to have

been originally <rrai>, <rrav<ra, errav, afterwards softened into <rra,

araffoj ffrav. In the same manner the adjective crag was cra^,

crai/tfa, cray. The participle of riQqfu was at first rt&tvg, r/tfiWo, rtdfev,

and afterwards for the sake of the sound, the v, as in many
other instances, was changed into a vowel, forming with the

preceding a proper diphthong, viz. rifolg, ritefoa, rrfev. As it is

plain from these examples how careful the Greeks were to avoid

the sound of the s in conjunction with another consonant, is it

likely that they would spontaneously prefix it hi verbs before the

termination do, and not rather lengthen the preceding vowel ?

In every instance in Iambic verse where the sigma is inserted

before 0o, the penultimate syllable is the second of the foot.

Thus, Eurip. Med. 764, Tgvj(ro>g(<r)0a, xtie odbv foGfaapev. Sophocl.

Philoct. 137, Hefaetv dwn<j6/j,s(ff)da pqdev uv X'syu. Id. QEdip. Tyr.

84, Ta^' siff6{jt,t(ff)6a\%vwrgoi'yag uc, xXug/v. Id. Philoct. 527,
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oi r svd'evfa (3ovXoips(ff)6a -rXg/v. On the contrary, in Tro-
--|-| --

I
v -

I -I

chaic verse, the penultimate is always the first of the foot. Thus,

Aristoph.Vesp. 1082, 'E/x,a;/o>s(ff)0' auro/ov V. 1085, 'AXX' opus

avufafiefffJQa, ui> ^go/s 1. 1087, E/ra 5* g/To/^ff^a Si/vvaTomg . It
w

|
- w |- - - -I - -| - w

|

is unnecessary to multiply examples, as they occur in almost

every page of the Attic and even the Epic poets. For the same

purpose of lengthening a short vowel at the end of a word, an

adventitious letter has been frequently inserted. Thus, in the

Supplices of Eurip. 731, we find Bo?j ds nal xuxvrbf %v at/a -rroX/v ;

-i v -
1

- -i -i -i

the r being inserted in voXiv to make the preceding vowel long

by position. In the same manner the letter v and the particle

yg, have been frequently added to the end of words to make
the preceding syllable long by position. I am confident that

the v was never employed by the Greeks for any other purpose
than to prevent the hiatus of vowels, and that the particle yg

has been frequently introduced where it was altogether unne-

cessary. Thus, Soph. CEdip. Tyr. 981, HoXXo/ yag $fy xai/ oveigu-

6i(v) (Sgoruv. Why should the v be inserted before (Sgoruv, when the

termination <si must be pronounced as a long syllable ? Id. 987,

Ka/ /j,qv ftsyag y' ofi&aXpog 01 vargbg rdpoi. The y' here, inserted

evidently to make the last syllable of p'syas long, appears to me
to add nothing to the sense, and renders the line less harmo-

nious.

As Dawes' first rule was intended to apply to the Comic

poets alone, let us next inquire whether Aristophanes has al-

ways observed it. Though short vowels are less frequently

lengthened by him than by the Tragic poets, for a reason af-

terwards to be stated, still a number of examples are to be

found in his poetry of the application of the principle, showing
that Dawes' rule was far from being well founded. Thus,

in the Plutus, 777, "Epguyov, g/dwg ovSsv 6 rXfipuv lyw. Id. 1079,

TOVT eirerpsirov voieTv. Brunck, very unnecessarily,
-I -I- -4, -1 w -

I
-

I

would read rovro y evergeieov.
Id. 1154, Ilaga rqv Svgav

>a/oi>
idgvffafftf sps. Nub. 189, ZrjroDo"/. pn vvv rour 'in

_
|
v _

|
- -

|
_ --| -

\
- -| w .

|
- -

| w .

In line 215, the vowel o before the same mute and liquid is

short, *H lyyug ^/AWI/. rouro ffavu pfow/ere. In verse 212, wo
-|- -I- -l VV| --|W
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have a short vowel lengthened even before a single consonant:

v. Before the inceptive g
the /

of the praeposition nsgt, in 1. 643. Ta^u y av dvvaio
w w . I

w -|
-

I
w -I -"-I

1. 219, 'tsgg, r/g yag ourog OUTT/ r$j xgs/^atfgag av^g ; V.

866, Ka/ ruv xgepaQguv ou rg/Cwv r&ii/ evOade. Id. 1472, Na/, va/,

xara/^stf^r/ ffargGjov A/a. 1473, 'l^ou yg A/a "TraTp&ov. wj apya/b
w -|- -|w -|1_| w _

-I vv
|

w -I- -| - -I-

if. Aves. 45, "Ofl-ou
x,ot,i)idguQsvrs

dia. f

ysvot/jt,s&

>

av. The Editors of

Aristophanes, entertaining no doubt of the strict universa-

lity of Dawes' rule as applicable to the Comic poets, have

strangely failed to observe these and several other examples
that militate against it, and have attempted to correct a few

only of the verses which oppose it. Thus, in the Eccles. 256,

we have the following correct line: T/ 3', %v vnoxpovguti te; PRAX.
-

i -i - -i- -

crgotfx/v^tfo/Aa/, which Dr. Maltby, in his Observations on Morell's
-

I
- -| v -

Thesaurus, proposes to read, T/ a', %v vvoxpovcuav <te. The same
-

|
w -I - -

distinguished scholar has pointed out several violations of Dawes'

Canon, such as Eccles. 369,
rn v6rv? E/Xs/du/o, w p* vegrffyg.

-\ -
1

Lysistr. 742,
rn at E/'Xg/0u/', sV/tfygg roD roxou. Plut. 98, HoX-

-I w -
1

- -I

Xou yag auroOg oup^ gwgaxa ^goi/ou. This last verse, Brunck ac-
-t - -I- -I W.f . . I w.

knowledges, opposes Dawes' canon, and points out in an excel-

lent note, several ineffectual attempts to correct it. Several

other examples will occur in the examination of Anapaestic
verse. From all these instances it is evident that the same

rules respecting short vowels before mutes and liquids apply

equally to the Senarian of the Comic poets as to that of the

Tragic, with this difference, that in the former the natural

quantity of the vowels is more frequently preserved, both in

consequence of the less solemn and stately nature of the lan-

guage of Comedy, and because the Comic poets were less re-

strained in the use of the Tribrach, Dactyl, and Anapaest,,

which enabled them to bring the tone of their language nearer

to that of varied and genteel conversation. We have a sin-

gular instance of the power of the principle I have been en-

deavouring to establish in a curious line (895) in the Plutus of

Aristophanes, where the Poet employs the letter v to express
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the eager scent of the Sycophant. I have no doubt that the

sound of the letter was expressed by the nasal organs, and that

it was pronounced in pairs, the latter occupying, as was neces-

sary, double the time of the former :

Aristophanes furnishes us with a similar example in his Equites,
v. 10, where Nicias replies to the invitation of Demosthenes in a

sort of whining tone,

IAV ftv, ftv fjt,Vy /ai) fA'j, (j*i> /AV) {AV /o/u, /u-i) /AU.

It will be observed that I have changed the accent on the last

syllable from the circumflex to the acute, for a very obvious

reason.

II. In Trochaic verse, the first syllable of the Trochaeus, as

has been already stated, requires to be pronounced with a length-
ened tone, whether that syllable be naturally short, or whether

it consist of a short vowel before any of the mutes and liquids.

I shall here also produce instances of the variation in the quan-

tity of the same vowel in the same word. Thus, Eurip. Orest.

735, 2u b& nvag Xoyoug shs^ag <fov xatf/yv^ru; tfargog. In this ex-

ample the / of xaovyi^rw is long before <yv, the a of varfa is

short. In 766 of the same play, the of warg/ is long,

uv IfAavrou. In 786 it is also long Ka/
//, ffgif rvpZov

- v| - w
| . -| - -|- -|

In 784 the o of the verb oxvfais is long, while it is

short in the noun oxvot immediately following: OREST. Oux ag

;
PYL. oxvos yap ro7$ p/Xo/ xaxbv p'tya. In 748, the a of the

i
- -

1

adjective juaxgbs is varied, -"H $avtiv r\ ^fjv'
o pvQos d* ou

w
|
- -

I
- W

I
. -

I
- |- -I

xgwv *%. It will be observed that in this line the Poet employs

the Trochaeus and Spondseus alternately. It is presumable,

therefore, that the a of ^axgwi/ should be held to be long.

The e of the noun rexvov is generally short. Eurip. Ion, 556.

'o woT/AOf s s&vgw, r'sxvov. So also 568. In the Hercules Furens,

861, it is long Tsxv aKOxreivata, vgurov. The u of ddxgv or ddxgvov
i

- -
1
_

is most commonly short : Eurip. Orest. 778, Aax^ua yovv y'&voir
civ.
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In the Iphig. in Aul. 398, it is long 'Epe 6s auvr^outo v\>Krt$,
>" v u| - -| v|,. *l

gai re daxgvoie.
In the Orestes of Eurip. 791, the penult of

i
- i-

is short o/A/x^a (pgovrifyv o^Xou. In the Iphig. in Aul. 1338, it is

long,
r
fl rixovffoi pyriP, avdpuv oyXov elffopu ^eXag. A similar variation
- w|. *t *Y . - i- - i- -i- - 1

takes place in the quantity of the first syllable of wXoc as in

Iambic verse. Thus, Eurip. Iphig. in Taur. v. 1215 Kgara
- v

i

xpvl/dvre crgcrXo/o'/i/. 1226 naVXov o/^arwv wpodsff&ai.

*. -I . -1 . w |. w| .
,

It is worthy of remark, that the same violation of the ortho-

graphy of the language is found in Trochaic as in Iambic verse,

and in the same words. In Iambic verse, the penult of such a

word as (3w\6pe6a is almost always the second syllable of the

foot : in Trochaic verse, on the contrary, it is generally the

first. In both instances, the modern Editors of the Classics

have uniformly interposed a f to lengthen the foot : But this is

equally unnecessary hi Trochaic as in Iambic verse, because the

former takes the tone upon the first syllable of the Trochaeus,

and thereby lengthens the short syllable without the aid of the

sigma. Thus, Eurip. Orest. 724, o/'xfy"(*)0'j W sv ^a-^r got.

Id. 750, OCi^ ogag ; <pv\a6ff6/j,t(ff)&a, pgovgioiffi Kavra%f). Aristoph.

Av. 1102, Toft xg/ra% efastv n /3ouXo/a.s(<r)^a rqg vixris Kepi. Id. 1076,
i- -i- -i -*i- -i- -i- i

ouv vvv avuvsTv. When the penult has not the tone, i. e.

i

when it is not the first syllable of the foot, the sigma is not in-

serted. Thus, Eurip. Orest 752, flrug/^ofywda. Id. Iphig. Taur.

1240, Euruy/ 3* 7)fA?e edofAS&a,' raXXa 6' ou

Although the Attic poets occasionally lengthened short vowels

before mutes and liquids in Trochaic verse, yet with the excep-

tion of those already mentioned, they more frequently preserved
the natural quantity of the vowel. They seem to have sparingly

indulged in the license they took in Iambic verse of applying

the power of the Ictus, and only resorted to it when the versi-

fication compelled them. Should any modern, therefore, at-

tempt to write Greek Trochaic verse, his safest course would

be so to arrange the feet that a short vowel before all the mutes

and liquids, with the exception of /3X, yX, //A, yi/, dp, 8v, should

occupy the second place. It is difficult to account how the
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Greek Poets came, almost universally, to lengthen a short vowel

before these mutes and liquids. Porson observes, in his letter

to the late Professor Dalzel " Dawes lays down a rule, which,
if he had been content with calling it general instead of univer-

sal, is perfectly right, that a syllable is long, in which the middle

consonants /3, y, d, and liquids, except g,
meet. But several

passages, as well as the following, contradict this rule. Sophocl.

CEdip. Tyr. 717, TLaidbg ds fiXdffraz. Electr. 440, Hatfwi/ gCXaerrg.

These passages may be reduced to Dawes' canon by transposi-

tion ; but they will lose all their energy by the reduction." To

rny ear, they lose neither their force nor their harmony by trans-

position BXaorag dz vaidbg ; gCXam vatuv. In the latter we

gain by transposition the Triemimeral Caesura, which always
adds to the harmony of the verse. Only a very few examples
from any of the Poets oppose the rule, and most of them may
be remedied by transposition. Those in the choral odes need

hardly be taken into the account, as in them the poets allowed

themselves greater liberties than in the more common kinds of

verse.

III. Brunck has remarked, in a note upon hue 98 of the Plu-

tus of Aristophanes above alluded to, where there is a violation

of Dawes' first rule " In Anapsestis major est licentia, qua sae-

pius usum fuisse Comicum alibi ostendemus." The Anapaestic
verses of Aristophanes are subject to the same rules as those of

the Tragic Poets, and therefore I shall take examples from both

in illustration of my principle. The ? of vsxguv is long in 1. 1496,

of the Phoenissse of Euripides, nrw,aar vexguv rgiaauv %bv\. In

1. 1409, of the Medea it is short, Yauffa/ re %egoTv, Sa-vj/a/ rs vsxgov$.

In 1. 1386 and 1408 of the same Play, the 5 of r'swov is short :

thus, 1386, 'AXXa ff 'EPIVVS faeasie r'exvuv. 1408, Tsxv

In 1392 and 1400 it is long : 1392, 2rg/V
w W -t -- - -I - -I

y afj^og r'exvuv ; 1400, MaXaxoD ^wroj -v^/aDtfa/ rsxvuv. In the

Electra of Sophocles, 1. 96, we have the a of "A^S long :

In the Seven against Thebes of ^Eschylus,

1059, we find a very strong instance of the power of the Ictus in

a situation which contradicts both Dawes' and Person's rules

Tivog wXgtfars irp'ef&voQsv oDrwc. The last vowel of uXsffars is ncces-
- -

1
- - -

|
v -

I
- -

sarily long before the -r? of
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I was at first of opinion that the lengthened tone was given to

the first syllable of a Spondaeus in Anapaestic verse. But upon

reconsidering the subject I found that the laws of harmony re-

quired that it should be upon the second after an Anapaest;
and upon the second also before an Anapaest ; thus, 'AXXa

/, ^Eschyl. S. Th. 1061. Yet I would prefer read-

ing, AXXa poCoD^aa/ xai aKorzstfoftai, as in Aristoph. Nub. 1007,
v v

I

- -I w -
I

u -

2/a/Xaxof owv, nal
affgayfAoffvvris.

In the following the lengthened_vv|--| " -/

tone will be upon the ^/ of %/%a. Aristoph. Eq. 806, Ka/ %%a
wv ava^agg^a'?). In Aristoph. Nub. 415, M.y}Te piyuv civdei X/av
-

i

the g of wrs is said by Dawes and Brunck to be lengthened by
the power of the inceptive g of

g/ycDv.
Some read wrs ye giyuv,

others, ^r ovv yyav. The common reading may be defended

upon the principle I have stated ; but I apprehend some other

particle besides wn is requisite here; as the participle tyyw
does not depend upon the preceding verb xa/^g/s, which is fol-

lowed by M& ecrug, p^rt a5/wv, but upon another verb, viz. a-/&ti.

To mark the transition, therefore, from one state of feeling to

another, the particle au may be properly introduced ; thus, M^r*

au
g/ySi/ cix&si Xiav. As the Ictus falls upon the first of a Spon-

daeus after a Dactyl, the g of the adjective arsKvoig is in conse-

quence lengthened in 1. 908 of the Alcestis of Euripides, though
in 903 it is short in the same word; thus, 908, Ou

6pav9 lov arsxvoig : 903, Z^Xw 6' aya/AOuj arexvovg rs jSporuv. In
w _| . w w|- - --I - W -

| V W -
|

w _

1. 1119 of the Prom. Vinct. of ^Eschylus, the g before x\ is

long : Bgovnfc, e'X/xgg 5' IxXa/a^ouo'/.--|wv-| - -I--
The following examples from Aristophanes have been pointed

out by Dr. Maltby as opposing Dawes' canon : Nub. 320, Ka/

ti WTTVOV <rrgvoXg<rp^g/v. Aves, 579, Ka/
<TTg^-

s/i TUV oiypwv rb GirspfA aii-rwv ai/a?ta >

4/a/. Id. 591, AXX*

aOroi)g dy=X?5 /*/a xi%Xuv. In the first ex-

ample the^/zr.stf syllable of xa-ri/ou is long, as having the Ictus after

the Dactyl, and in the last, the first of x/^XSv must be long, as

being the last of the Anapaest. In line 344 of the Nubes, the

g of the particle d$ is lengthened before the inceptive g
of

g/
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thus, Kov%i ywa//V, ^aa A/', oW or/oDv. aura/ 6s
g/i/ag g^ou<r/v "And

Mese have nostrils ;" in allusion, as Wieland observes, to the

large noses on the masks worn by the actors, which, to a spec-

tator near the stage, appeared out of all proportion to a human

face, but to those at a distance, of a natural size. Several

copies and MSS. have aura/ ds yg g/Vag g^ouovv,
which is probably

the correct reading. The ds, however, as being the first syllable,

if the foot should be considered a Spondaeus, would be length-
ened by the Ictus, independent of the inceptive g.

The v of

uygai/ is long in 334, TaDr' ag sKOtovv vygav NgpgXai/.' Upon
this Porson remarks, Praef. ad Hecub. p. Ixiii.

"
Licentiam, qua

ob mutam et liquidam producitur syllaba, rarissime admittunt

(Comici), idque partim ex necessitate, partim quum alios Poetas

vel citant vel imitantur. Quum igitur primam syllabam in vy-

gav producit Aristophanes, dithyrambos ridet; quum Homeri

verba usurpat, Homerico metro utitur, Nub. 400, 2out//oi/ eixgov

A. Nee dubito quin
1 Nub. 319, Tragicorum aliquem, Euripi-

dem opinor, ob oculos habuerit."

Ka/'ro/ %$v a/dg/ag outftjg vsiv . Aristoph. Nub. 370.

In every other place where a/dg/a occurs in Aristophanes, the

middle syllable is short; as, Thesmoph. 1001; Plut.1129. Every
editor of Aristophanes, so far as I know, has violated the idiom

of the language by the following reading in line 373 of the

Nubes : 'AXX' oor/g 6 (3ovruv lor/, pgdffov.
The indefinite pro-

noun cannot here precede o<rr/g in^the relation of antecedent to

the relative. In line 367, we have 'AXXa rig iie/, which is cor-

rect; and in 378, we meet with a similar construction, 'O5*

ava/xa^wv fari r/$ avrds. It is probable that otfr/g has been in-

serted instead of rig by some ignorant Prosodian, who imagined
that a short vowel before fy could not be made long. The true

and genuine reading is, 'AXXa rig 6 pgovruv sen, <pga<rov.
x. r. X.

From the examples which have been already produced in this

Dissertation, and from many others that might be pointed out,

it will appear evident that Aristophanes frequently lengthened a

short vowel before a mute and a liquid, even when he was under

no necessity of doing so. In a language so copious as that of

the Greeks, and which admitted of transposition to a great ex-

tent, the plea of necessity would scarcely avail such a poet as

Aristophanes in violating the rules of versification. Neither i>

it very likely that he would transgress against these rules when
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he cited the words of another poet ; because, if he quoted the

whole or any part of an Anapaestic line from Euripides, he would
find that no more license was granted to that poet, though a

Tragedian, in moulding Anapaestic verse, than to himself. In

the following example, Aristophanes has lengthened a vowel

contrary to his usual practice: Nub. 409, 'H d' ag' Iputfar, g/V

sga/pvqg e>/aXax?j<ra<ra <7rgb$
aurw. In the Plutus, 1. 39, he has the

a of Xansu short, T/ 35J0' 6 3>oKo$ eXaxev ex ruv tfrg/^arwv. In 1.

382 of the Pax. it is also short, M^ vuv Xajtfavis. So also in the
- "I -l'

Antigone of Sophocles, 1094, M?j crw w6r avrbv -^svdos s$

and in the Alcestis of Euripides, 356, OUT av

b$ A/Cue

In some of the plays of Aristophanes, a Proceleusmaticus

has been introduced instead of the regular foot; because, say

Prosodians, it is isochronous with a Spondseus, an Anapaest, or

a Dactyl. Thus, in Av. 688, we find, H^OG^TZ rov vovv ro?$ afavd-

roi$ wTv, . It appears to me, however, that although the Proce-

leusmaticus may be considered as equal in point of time to the

Anapaest, or the other two feet, yet the musical rhythm of the

verse is destroyed by the introduction of so many short syllables,

producing a monotonous sound, and a greater rapidity of utter-

ance than was consistent with the nature of Anapaestic verse.

The line should probably be, ngoV^gre rbv voDv, %. r. X.
v

I
-

A careful perusal of Aristophanes, and the other Greek poets,

would furnish many other examples similar to those already

quoted, particularly in Iambic verse, where greater license was

allowed, clearly proving that none of the professed writers on

Prosody, nor the Editors of the Attic poets, had distinct con-

ceptions of the structure and harmony of their verse. Hence it

has not unfrequently happened, that instead of improving the

text of the author, they have vitiated it by the insertion of par-

ticles and superfluous letters, to support, as they imagined, the

versification. In correcting the Poems of Homer, this license has

been carried, by ancient and modern grammarians, to an enor-

mous length, and even the Attic poets have not altogether

escaped their sacrilegious hands. Though the rules I have en-

deavoured to establish embrace only a part of the Versification

of the Greek Poets, and may seem at first sight to account for
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a few anomalies only, yet I imagine they will, when duly con-

sidered, be found to comprehend some of the fundamental prin-

ciples of metrical harmony, both ancient and modern. They
not only show in what the harmony of the Versification consists,

but become, to a considerable extent, the safeguards of the

Language itself, by clearing it of all those useless encumbrances

of additional letters, which deform its beauty and simplicity, and,

by making the practice of the Ancients themselves, not the fluc-

tuating opinions of the Moderns, our guides and instructors in

examining and imitating their works. From the doubt and un-

certainty in which the subject of Greek Versification has hitherto

been involved, every attempt at discovering some fixed prin-

ciples which guided the practice of the Poets, may be considered

as an important step in the progress, and may be the means of

directing others engaged in the same studies, to more enlarged

views and more useful results.

FINIS.
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GAELIC SPELLING BOOK, or FIRST READING BOOK for

CHILDREN, by the Author of the Grammar. 18mo, price 9d. stitched,

or Is, in cloth.

6.

A DICTIONARY of the GAELIC LANGUAGE, in Two Parts.

I. GAELIC and ENGLISH. II. ENGLISH and GAELIC. The First Part

comprising a Comprehensive Vocabulary of Gaelic Words, with their

Different Significations in English ; and the Second Part comprising a

Vocabulary of English Words, with their Various Meanings in Gaelic.

By the Rev. NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.; and the Rev. DANIEL

DEWAR, D.D. 8vo, price 21s., now reduced to 10s. 6d.

7.

ELEMENTS of PLANE GEOMETRY, THEORETICAL and

PRACTICAL; including PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, MENSURATION of

PLANE SURFACES, and GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS. By THOMAS DUN-
CAN, A. M., Professor of Mathematics in the University of St. Andrews.

Second Edition, in 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

8.

By the same Author,

ELEMENTS of SOLID GEOMETRY, THEORETICAL and PRAC-

TICAL ; including MENSURATION of SOLIDS, SPHERICAL TRIGONO-

METRY, and the REPRESENTATION of SOLIDS on a PLANE. 8vo, price

10s. 6d.

9.

Also by the same Author,

SYLLABUS of an ELEMENTARY COURSE of the HIGHER
MATHEMATICS ; consisting of Four Parts, viz 1. On the Higher

Equation II. Algebraical Geometry. III. Differential Calculus.

IV. Integral Calculus. 12mo, price 5s.
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